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85- 86 Allstate Insurance Co . Furnace Brook Parkway 
133-86 Superior Iron, E. Bridgewater for Adv . Steel Design 
134-86 For Adv . Steel; off . of Paul B. Williams 
194- 86 Barbara Anderson , Service Merchandise 
247-86 Allstate, Center & Liberty sts. , Quncy 
302-86 Anderson, Mary, Middleton/Carvalho Realty 
303-86 Anderson, Phillip bee hives 
304- 86 Avon Fire Dept . accident scene at Industrial park 
340-86 Abraham, Mark V.p. Smith Buckley and Hunt 
341-80 D=ged car on Ash Street 
::::42- 86 Armstrong World Industries 
377- 86 Angelini, Wiliam garden rakes 
400-86 Asiaf, Lee Ann, 10, and Alison, 6, Lost in Blosssoms 
4 71-86 Danielle Andrade injuries for Atty . Sander Lederman 
472-86 Ames Dept. Store, scholarship winners 
473-86 Peggy Abreu trims shrubs around lamp post 
474-86 Pam Abbondandol o citizenship 
586- 86 Anderson, Luise of Bridgewater owns dog for security 
587-86 Almon, Alise copy 
'114-- 86 Adult Learning Center "New Citizen Addresses Grads " 
<!l:b97-86 Ansell, Mary L. Wins Baroncelli award 
791- 86 Arruda,Karen with petunias 
792- 86 Aradas ,Maria for Atty. James S. Aven 
793-86 Alger,William with cherry tree 
794- 86 Anderson,Richard with firs t crop of summer hay 
920-86 Ronald Ahola paints lines in Westgate parking lot 
93~-860rigami display for Dr. Claire App ling 
970- 86 Dr . Cl aire Appling, displ ay at Montello Library 
971-86 Stairs at Albert's restaurant for Atty . Chet McLauglhlin 
972-86 Ash street with a steam roller 
1050-86 Arnone school, kids in a tug-of-war
1098-86 Alteri,Christopher High Wire Act 
1110-86 Andrews , Evelyn, raking leaves 
1111-86 Albert I s Plaza men working ·on roof 
1335- 86 Almon, Mrs. William copy photos of daughter 
1313 -86 Avon, snow patterns 
1391-86 Adams Moving Co . Damaged truck 
1423-86 Anderson, Mark passport 





3- 27- 86 
3-29-86 










5- 29- 86 
6- 5- 86 
6-1 2- 86 
7- 4- 86 
6- 28- 86 
7-8-86 
7- 8- 86 
8-10- 86 













CC-1 Telephone cable men escape injury from accident overhead 
cc -2 Ekberg accident Hillberg ave. 
CC-3 Abingt on Rubbishe Disposal Container service., Accident 
CC-4 Wentworth and Hillberg avenues Michelle Creeaen 
CC- 5 Rte.27 cutoff at entrance to mall 
CC-6 Warren Ave . and Dover 
CC-7 Rte. 24 Accident Fatal 
CC - 8 Court and Montello streets, Brockton 
CC - 9 Grounds of Massasoit Community College 
CC-10 Car in House 
CC-11 car crash on Main st. near no. 693 
CC -1 2 Motorcycle accident 
CC-13 Fallen Bulldozer 
CC-14 W.Bridgewater bus accident 
CC-Hi car hit pole on Hillberg Ave 
CC-16 Rte. 24 Near Somerville Lumber, W. Bridgewater 
CC-1 7 806 Belmont street 
CC-18 Reynold's Memorial Highway 
l-=-~a~?i6 
5- 8- 86 
5-18- 86 
5-19-86 
5- 20- 86 




8 -1 6 - 86 
8-27-86 
8-29-86 





5-86 Brockton Savings Bank, East Side proposed locus 
9- 86Sguantum Bay Marina for Atty. Nancy Albano, Sugarman&Sugarman 
86-86 Office of Steve Cruz 
103-86 Myles Standish Industrial Park, Taunton 
104-86 Avon Industrial Park 
105-86 Easton Industrial Park 
106-86 Oak And Pearl Streets Tighe Real Estates 
m:gg ~~t~pf~~ B~~~~~I~g; Tighe real Estate 
196-86 The Alpine Press,Inc. Douglas B.Rhodes,Corp.V-P 
375-86 Pleasant street & Rte. 27 cut-off for Mihos 
376-86 South Shore Country Club for Kay at Sear' s (rejected) 
423-86 New shopping Plaza Rte. 28, for Tedeschi' s Middleboro assoc . 
486-86 BAT BUS TERMINAL " Like Iloninoes, All in a Row " 
519-86 Kelleher area, off So. Main st. 
520-86 F .H. Peterson Machine Company 
571- 86 New Annunciation Greek Orthodox Greek Church 
601- 86 B.A.T. Bus garage , So. Main st. aerial 
602-86 Christy's Market new office area near Rte . 27 cut- off 
603-86 Brockton Fairgrounds office area 
633-86 Plain Street area 
921- 86 Property off Cross st., Bridgewater, for Mike Vazza 
969-86 Brockton Industrial Developement area off West Chestnut street 
973-86 Eastern Edison property off Rte. 24 W. Bridgewater 
974-86 Berterelli prop. N. Easton near Simpson Spring 
975-86 Enterprise W.Bridgewater for Dave Meade 
995-86 Kelleher property 
1112-86 Michaelson farm area for K&W Engineering 
1425-86 Goddard Memorial Hospita l 
































13- 86 Buckley ,Mary L. at Inaugura tion 1- 6- 86 
10- 86 Brockton School Dept. Awards Presentation 
( 
31-86 llerr)'ra1, Tracy for Atty. Charles fu)es 1-10-86 
42- 86 Bat , Dial-a- IN Bridgewater 1-20- 86 
43- 86 Bethany, Joan 1- 18-86 
62-86 Brockton Dodge Personnel 1-24- 86 
63- 86 Berret ta Buick Pontiac Inc. , Keeping the wheels of business moving 1- 23- 86 
87-86 Beck Lin for Wynn & Winn 1-29- 86 
88- 86 Brook Machine Company Norwell 1-24-86 
89- 86 Burton, Authur Burt on B.S.B 1-28- 86 
135- 86 Steven Barber w/shredded paper 2-8-86 
136-86 Brockton Redeveloi:,nent Authority 2-6-86 
137-86 Brockton Hospital Medical Staff 2-9- 86 
138-86 Anthony J. Zarella , Pres. Brockton Police Relief Assoc . 2-10-86 
184-86 BAT work on diesels Massasoit COIIIIIUility College 2-19-86 
185-86 Billet , Herbert P. Russian Passport 2-20- 86 
186- 86 Brockton Savings Bank Corporators meeting at Ridder' s 2- 25- 86 
197-86 Brockton Credit Union Express 24 for Elizabeth Kreutzer 3- 4-86 
198- 86 Paul Bradshaw,Contractor Excavation for Shaws at East Side 2-27-86 
199- 86 2- 20-86 
200- 86 2- 19 , 20- 86 
201-86 Blackthorne Tavern, formerly Pickle Barrel Room South Easton 2- 23- 86 
232-86 Brockton Credit Union in Easton Taken Sep. 1985 
233-86 Brockton Cr edit Union COPY 3- 8- 86 
280- 86 Baptiste,Mrs .Judy giving spring clean-up orders 3- 24- 86 
281- 86 Burke,Valerie for Atty.Richard Harb 3- 11-86 
305- 86 Bohan, Shelley l eg injuries for Kelly & Reddington 3- 19- 86 
306-86 Brockton Housing presentation to Mary Kennedy 3- 19- 86 
307-86 Buckley, Thomas rehabilitates boat for spring 3- 29- 86 
352- 86 mary Kelly , Barbara Staff ,Leona Coles ,making cake 4-7-86 
378- 86 Bernard, Lynne no-smoking advocate 4- 17- 86 
379- 86 Brockton Credit Union art show at BHS 4-14-86 
380- 86 Bergeron, Chas . at B.S .C. career day 4-11-86 
381-86 B.S.C. awareness day 4-10-86 
382- 86 Bradshaw, Paul new bulldozer 4- 10-86 
383- 86 Bauman darkroom gathering at Christo ' s II 4- 4-86 
384- 86 Bay State Gas Co. video taping at Westgate Mall 4- 12- 86 
412- 86 Bottcher, John with Indian implements 4- 22- 86424-86 Brockton Credit Union for Judy Kreutzer, Canton Branch 
427-86 Brockton Credit Union Tree Planting z=~z=~i428-86 BAT Awards 4-30-86 
429- 86 Brockton Credit Union Presentation of VCR 5- 2-86
430- 86 Banchick , Steven and Kids on bike 5-3- 86 
431-86 Brockton Credi t Union Tree Planting 4-23- 86 
432- 86 Borges, Jose Hand injuries for Atty . Mallen 4-26- 86
433-86 Baynes, Harold 4- 29- 86 
434-86 Beach, Phillip Rasber ries the New Crop . 5-4- 86
435- 86 Bradshaw , Paul new Bulldozer 4--- 86





( 588-86 Belanger , Ruth dog bite injuries, for Atty. Robert Cooperstein 5- 23- 86 
589-86 Beck, Marylin Atty. copies of medical notations, Boston & Raynham 5-21-86 
590- 86 Bridgwater State College , orientation day 
572- 86 Berry, Keith Juni or Environmentalist 
5-29- 86 
604- 86 Brophy & Philips, Ancient Bastion Falls to Wrecker (holding tank) 6-4-86 
635-86 Bradshaw, Paul truck fleet 5- 29- 86 
636-86 Busses From roof of City Garage May 86 
637- 86 Brockton Hospital tribute to Dr. Hasset 6- 8- 86 
676- 86 Brockton Evening School "Latest in Cakes" Donna Andrews , Deb Albertazzi 3- 86 
688- 86 Brockton Redevelopment Authority for Cruz ; Richmond and Battl es St. 
689- 86 
690-86 







Montello St. to White Ave . 
David Besozzi Passport prints 
John Burke of Norwell fixes fence 
Coldwell Banker, ~elcyn- M.-llard&el yn M. Barden 
BAT patrons at Belair Towers 
Brockton Credit Union Easton b r anch 
Bartorelli,Paul 
Brockton Fair, l argest ferris whee l 
Bergeson,Lorine with disp l ay of 
747- 86 Ann Baptiste, stomach wounds for Atty. 
748 -86 New bulldozer for Paul Bradshaw 
749- 86 Diane Brueggeman at Gianino Realtors 
774-86 Briggs,Howard with reflec tions 
7iis!f6 f;,;'{{t!o:1c";~{ t'y~J;fJ"'rtJ)3'f Jl91d-8:i'd'r 1pB_>nfs0 ckton 
796- 86 Bull ock,Robert framework for a pool 
7 











Berry,Kath l een for Atty . J oh n Moran 
Bike Hike neighborhood youngsters 
BAT Bus presentation of bus to Avon 
BAT Begins East Bridgewater Service 
Brockt on Conmunity Schools Schol arship check presentation 
Brockton Credit Union Board of Directors 
Berry, Kathleen injuries 
874- 86 Baynes Electric , Lou Baynes and vice pres . William H. Arnone 
875 -86 negs of Avon BAT 
876- 86 Tom Burns, dogbite for Atty . Edward Reservitz 
877-86 Bentengo Bernarndo, fallen ceiling in apartment 
905- 86 Horse on Bunker Farm, iids playing basketball 
922- 86 Martha and Jennifer Bouchard admire lillies o.side home 
976- 86 Deborah Bingham, passport 
977- 86 Dominic Baressi watches traffic 
978- 86 Dr . indelicate and B. Water state college 
979- 86 Belmont street paving nearing completion 
980- 86 James Berterelli, passport set\ 
1051-86 Bauman family at Red Jacket Bass River 
1052- 86 Buckey, John 
1053-86 Becker, Lt-Col. S. Al an 







3-1 0 - 85 
6 -1 4 - 86 
6 - 21 - 86 
6 - 21- 86 
6- 25 - 86 
6- 25- 86 
6- 26- 86 




7-4 - 86 
7- l - 86 
7- 28- 86 
7- 28- 86 
7-28- 86 
7- 28-86 
7- 22- 86 
7-18- 86 




8- 2- 86 
8-10-86 
8- 29- 86 
8- 30- 86 
8- 28- 86 
8-25-86 
8- 22- 86 
8- 31-86 
9- 9- 86 
9-1 7-86 
9-1 6- 86 
, 
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
1093- 86 Bartosek, Brian Support from the Rear 9- 21-86 
1094-86 Bauman, Roy made ACE 9- 23- 86
1113-86 Boggs Ponies_____ _ _ _ _________________ .....Jl0-7-86 
( 
10-6-86 
1114-86 Belcher Ave, falling leaves 
10-7-8 
1115- 86 Brockton High runners i n D.W . Field park 
9- 20°8 
1116-86 Bridgewater High class of 1941 
9-25-
1117-86 Bradshaw, Paul equipment on Stoughton project 9-28-
1118-86 Bauman , copy of himself 10- 5-8 
1119- 86 Bosco well digging 9- 27- 8 
1120- 86 Brockton credit union 
1121-86 Buzby, Adam, gives his dog a big hug 10-6-86 
1122-86 Bush, Waltersurrounded by cones fixes gas storage tank 10-86 
1123- 86 Brockton credit union, visitation by students 10-2-86 
1179-86 B.A. T. firefighters l earning bus fire t echniques 10-16- 86 
1217- 86 Bardetti, Andrew Car 10-17-86
1218-86 Braemoor Nur sing Home Computer Sys tem 10-16- 86
1219-86 Brockton High School Class of 1921 r eunion 10-15-86 
1234- 86 Bardetti,Andrew,Atty. second set of photos for Atty. Burton Schair 10-21- 86 
1235- 86 Brockton Savings ,Red Sox T-shirts 10-22-86 
1236- 86 Bardetti, Atty . ,for Atty . Burton Schair,Braintree 10-17-86 
1237- 86 Brockton Savings, Red Sox T shirt promotion l lD- 22- 86 
1238- 86 Brockton High, student activities for yearbook 10-29- 86 
1239- 86 Brockton Conm . school race, first place winners 11-1- 86 
1299- 86 Brockton Schools speakers 11-5- 86 
1300- 86 B.H. S. Jazz Band 10- 31-86 
1301-86 Buckley , Mary Gray more Friars Ann. 10- 30- 86 
1302- 86 Buckl ey ,Mary Prisone r of War Fl ag Ceremony 10- 31- 86 
1307- 86 Buzby , Philip of Brockton has own outside gym 
1336- 86 Benson , Patricia facial scars for Atty . Paul R. Sullivan N:~:et 
1337- 86 Brockton Community Schools proclamation at Mayor 's office 11-17- 86 
1338- 86 Bridgewater St ate College open house 11-16- 86 
1339-86 Bridgewater State College use railroad span t o get to college 11-16-86 
13'i''t-86 Bixby building for Douglas A. King builders 11-20- 86 
1405-86 Burke , Jeanne Acarving for Christmas 11-26-86 
1406- 86 Bradshaw paul 12-3-86 
1407- 86 Blumberg, Santina Brilliant Displayb 12---86 
1427-86 Bryant Hotel Christmas Display 12- 7- 86 
1428- 86 Bernard, Margrert at Hospital 12- 6- 86 
1429- 86Bauman, Stanley 12- 7-86 
143C- 86 BAT Seminar award winners 12-4-86 
1431-86 Bernard, Margaret 1981 Buick in Randolphm 12- 8- 86 
1469 - 86 Brockton High School orchestra 1 2- 17 - 86 
14 70 - 86 Budreski,Andrew in co nvertible 1 2 - 25 - 86 
1 471-86 Bauman darkroom X-mas party, Danie l Webs t er Inn, Sandwich 1 2-12- 86 
1472 - 86 Brant Rock wind storm 12-19 - 86 
1497- 86 B.A. T. Safe Driver Awards 12-30- 86 
1503- 88 Bay State Gas, Brockton area photos 11-01- 86 
61 
521-86 Guys and Dolls 
1232-86 Cl ass of 1921 , reunion 
1233- 86 Yearbook phot os , groups 
1240-86 Steve Sedman and Anthony Pollucci take pix. 
1241 - 86 Adrienne Gray and Lisa Fagone, talk on stairway 
1242-86 students place roof on backyard shed 
1410-86 BHS Studies TV 
5-15-86 
10-15-86 
















Carabatsos, John Unident Dental Centers 
Crawford & Co. Stamey at Rrlel' s I.o..r@e 
Cadillac Center Break-in 
Copeland Toyota , staff 
Costa, Elizabeth A. of Norton nose scars for Atty. Karsner 
Cadillac Center Brockton 
Cadillac Center Security measures 
Cruz STeven Photos Hanging IN Mayors Office 
139- 86 Copy for James Cafferty Peoples Savings Bank 
140-86 Jose+Horazio Cosme for Atty. Ermon Markella 
164- 86 Ronald F. Conrad,Met Life 
165-86 Ice Cream Cone Art by Tara Collins 
202- 86 Crescent Credit Union 
203- 86 Coroporative Space Reece Bldg . ,Waltham 
204- 86 James Conroy for New F.ngland Te l ephone 
205- 86 Crescent Credit Union 1095 West Chestnut St. Ribbon Cutting 
234- 86 Coolen, Chris injuries 
249- 86 Carson, Joan with son enjoy warmer weather 
250-86 Carter, Vernia facial injuries Atty . Fine 
282- 86 Comlin,Philip car of for Atty .Paul R. Sullivan 
283- 86 Comlin , Philip acciden t vi ctim for Atty .Paul R. Sollivan 
. r 
343- 86 Casey, Jeddy With twin sisters 
344- 86Curran , Brendon Dog Bites For Atty. Cole 
353-86 John G. Campbell 
354- 86 Mary Cahill, Middleton & Carvalho 
365-86 Croner of Crescent and Main Streets,city parking garage 
366- 86 Continental Cablevision Bldg,Main and Court Streets 
401 -86 Commercial Union, Marking Machine No. 12, 
402- 86 Cudworth , Richard and Mrs . Adoption of child at Probate court 
426-80 Cohen , r.i chael with Michele Russell at Jr. Prom 
436-86 Carriuolo, Tina "Spring Ritual"" 
437- 86 Cross, Becky Pony Ride 
476- 86 Clark family set out tomato plants 











Erin Cavanagh on E.Bridgewater fence 
Jeff Currie works a power shovel N. Main, Brockton 
GOT"YA COVERED, hardware store for Fred Churchey, Manager 
Cadillac Center new sign for Santilli 
Countree Landscape property and facilities 
Campanelli,Deborah for At t y .Chas. E. Berg 
Capachione, Tina • Silent Sentinels" 
Comfort Inn Room 120 Rockland 
Cannier , Lori Head and leg pixs, for Atty. Chris C. Mathers 
Cook, Philip of Kingston , new use of family clothesline 
1- 6- 86 
1-13--66 
1-22-86 





2- 6- 86 
1- 31- 86 
2-14-86 
2-14-86 
3- 7- 86 
3- 5- 86 













4- 16- 86 
t=ti~36 
5- 3-86 












5- 28- 86 
605-86 Catarius, Josephine pixs of eyes, arms and Hip for Atty. Will Sims 5- 30- 86 
642-86 Cotton, James head inj. for Atty. James S. Aven 6- 6- 86 
~
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
661-86 Campbell, Michael fro Att . Markella 6- 6- 86 
662- 86Couite, William "50th Year Haying" 6- 10- 86 
663- 86 Cooch, Marguerite "Aesthetic Corner" 6- 9- 86 
( 664- 86 Carey, Dennis "Imprompt Stepladder" 6- 9- 86 
665- 86 Chipman Family 6- 5-86 
694- 86 Christy's Office Buildings 6-15- 86 
730-86 Coe,Leona.rd and Joyce with old time wagon 6 - 21 - 86 
731-86 Cary,William mowing on side of hill 6/86
743-86 Carrabino,Joseph for Atty.Deborah Kohl Wyn n & Wynn 6 - 18 - 86 
744-86 Clifford,Robert H&S 6 - 24 - 86 
775-86 Cumm i ngs , Joseph high wire act 7-1-86 
776-86 Clifford,Bob H&S 6 - 27 - 86 
798- 86 Clark,Atty.Robert III defect in sidewalk at Fernandes Plaza Raynham 7-9-86 
799- 86 Cattle off route 28 relax on a hot sunny day 7-4-86 
800- 86 Creedon , Germaine for Atty. Moran 6- 28- 86 
801- 86 Coulstring,Alex for Atty . Robert Kelley 7- 3- 86 
802- 86 Chandler,Terri with day lillies 7- 7- 86 
803- 86 Chitwood' s Thrill show 7-4-86 
846-86 Creedon,Germaine for Atty . John Moran, second set 7- 11-86 
881- 86 Linda Cummings with her flower window 8- 2- 86 
882- 86 Mr. amd Mrs. Conrad Cadoret, passport sets 8-1-86 
883-86 Derck Crowell looks at daisy garden 8-1-86 
906- 86 Shaw's Plaza, for Crawford Adjustment service 8- 2- 86 
912- 86 Columbia Chase 8- 7- 86 
913- 86 G.C.I. Circuits Inc. Ribbon Cutting 8-6- 86 
923- 86 Copies for Mrs . Carl W. Carlson 8- 8-86 
935 - 86 Max Coffman 8-1 2- 86 
936- 86 Cadillac Center, Brockton 8 -1 2-86 
981-86 Chris Coute and friend sell old toys 8- 29- 86 
982- 86 Nicholas Carrieredisplays doorway wreath 8- 26-86 
983- 86 James Cobbs military I.D. 8- 26-86 
996- 86 Christy ' s headquarters 9-4- 86 
1055- 86 Cohen, Michael pix of car 9-18-86 
1056- 86 Cashin, Larry Brockton Family and Comm . Services 9-16- 86 
1057-86 Cape Cod originals warehouse , 9- 2- 86 
1058-86 Cronin, Tim for Thompson, Eaton & Boyden Ins. Agency 9-11 - 86 
1059-86 Church, Annucation Greek Orthodox, women bake for bazaar 9- 9-86 
1095-86 Chaffee, Anne N.E . School of Law 9-15- 86 
1096-86 City Hall Tower Silhouette 
1124-86 Cifelli, Barbara, husband and son walk along Waldo Lake 10-7-86 
1125-86 Corkum , Georgianne 10-3-86 
1126-86 Cole , Matthew with dog 9-9- 86 
1127-86 Chuckran, Charles, measures grid on new condo.W.Chestnut st. 9- 29- 86 
1128-86 Coutts , Ted rakes leaves 10-7- 86 
1129-86 Callahan, Charles, shoulder inj. for Atty . Al Grady 9-1 9-86 
1178-86 Cardarelli, David M. Flying Model Airplane 10-11-86 
1220-86 Clark, Tremalle Hand Injury 10-10-86 
1243-86 Crawford, Charles and Marci, admire flowers 10-25- 86 
1244- 86 Cirelli, John 10- 28- 86 
1245-86 Connelly, Matthew , carries bench 10-28-86 
1246-86 Carl ton House for Bob Tighe 10- 24-86 
1246-86 Cohen, Karen 10-21- 86 
1248- 86 Copperwood development, Keith school groundbreaking 10- 30- 86 
\O cccccccccccccc 
( 
1308-86 Cohen, Michael copy photograph
1309-86 Carlson, Annmarie Coldwell Banker
1340-86 Chandler, Christian Sgt. of Marshfield 
1341-86 Cannon Forge groundbreaking 
1342-86 Christy I s new store on belmont street 
1343-86 Canoe Club reflection in WestBridgewater 
1367-86 Canadian geese fly over Brockton heading South 
1368-86 Cat on car on Ash street 
1375-86 Chapman, Louise hit sign in Bradlees for Atty. 
1397-86 Curran, Brendon injuries 
1398-86 Capeway Aluminum Aluminum Parkway 
1399-86 Capeway Aluminum Products Frank Macedo porches 
1400-86 Corey, Richard copy 
1401-86 Caswell Kelly Semi- Formal Braintree 
1432-86 Casey & SOn in Canton 
1433-86 Curtin Peter injuries 
1434-86 Clancy, Thomas injuries 
1435-86 Chapman extra 
1436-86 Cranford, George old-time class picture 
1437-86Creedon ,Rep family for Christmas 






















1474-86 Curtis food store, Plymouth, Ribbon cutting 12-20-86 
1475-86 Continental Cable Christmas Party 12-19-86 
1493-86 Caswell family gathering at Brae Burn C.C . 12-21-86 
\I 
1-86 Millipore bldg., Taunton( 
2- 86 Surrey Ind. bldg., Taunton 
14-86 Rendering Copy 1- 7-86 
28- 86 HPI Groundbreaking For Condyne at Myles Standish Ind. Park 1-13-86 
32-86 Construction at Myl es Standish Industrial Park 1-17- 86 
65- 86 Donald O' Neil, President, Condyne & Kogler V.P . 1-24-86 
66- 86 Building off Route 138 Canton 1-24-86 
6 7-86 Rendering 1-20-86 
90- 86 JTS Shoe Division 1-31-86 
2-23- 86206- 86 Reebok for Condyne 
235- 86 Bohler Building 3- 7- 86 
244-86 Butler building, Taunton (col or) 2- 23-86 
245- 86 Building transparencies 3- 86 
246- 86 ITT Avon Industrial Park 2- 22- 86 
248- 86 Condo groundbreaking adjacent to Taunton Ind. Park 3-12- 86 
1177-86 Groudbreaking , Wrentham Richard A. Klein, Inc. 10-15-86 
1249-86 groundbreaking exercises for REEX:O Realty 10- 16-86 
1376-86 Open House · 11-19- 86 
1476 - 86 Ta unton Corporate Cen ter , groundbreakin g 1 2-1 8 - 86 
) 
DDDDDDDDDD 
46-86 IleSantis Chevrolet Staff and Personal 
68-86 Copies for Dickinson Direct Respcnse) 
108-86 Davis School Patriots Hats 
141-86 Richard E. Davok ,business man 
166- 86 Mr.and Mrs. Douglas Dorr for Bergstrom Realty 
187- 86 Duchanre, Melvin wrist injury for Atty. Paul Sullivan 
251-86 Dunbar motorcycles Tom Fournier with new machine 
252- 86 Dickinson, Anita copy of old-time photo 
284- 86 DeCosta,Francis with Easter decoratiops 
308-86 Dovell, Peter practices for road race 
309- 86 Devin, William dwarfed by trees 
385-86 Daigle, Tim pistol permit 
425-86 Juozas Dabrega copy of old time photo 
438- 86 Dabrega, Jouzas 
439-86 Ilenneht, Cathleen Country Setting 
440- 86 D.A. V. , new Officers 
441-86Debris in River 
442-86 Ilecas, George sidewalk site of Giffen fall 
481-86 Edward and Jason Dupuies plant tomato plants in family garden. 
490-86 Dumas, Jane Richardson, Fitzgerald Realty 
599-86 Drosopculos, George Outdoor Oven , Greek Style 
600- 86 Davenport, Laurenn, Kitten Caper 
695-86 D. W. Field ¼ark, dead tree in entrance way 
696-86 Anne IlelSignor and son walk through archway at thHr home 
745 - 86 Danie l s,Nathan facia l scars 
746 - 86 Day,Linda with hanging p l an t er 
777 - 86 DeR1to,Carmella a porch of flowers 
804- 86 Dooley,Lauren Rose with mother on bicycl e 
914- 86 Danksewicz , Al Copies 
937 - 86 DPW prob l em with huge rubbish pi l e 
984- 86 Doughnut tree on For est Ave . 
985-86 D' Addario , Chris and father build a spectacular deck 
986- 86 Dunbar outing for motorcyucle Post 
1031-86 Donovan, Lisa for Atty . Sullivan 
1060-86 Dahlborg- MacNevin funeral home chapel of al l faiths 
1061- 86 Doviak home for Atgy. John D. Boyle
1130- 86 Durgin, Valerie, with Pocxlle in car 
1131- 86 IleCouto, Alice tosses logs into a woodpile 
1132- 86 Ilestrampe , John and son unload 23' motorboat 
1133- 86 D' Addario, Christopher 
1134-86 Depina , Marie Dahlias admired by Joan Mendes 
1180-86 Danksewicz, Alfred and Chris Johnson Roof Repair Job 
1221- 86 Duncan , Charles Swollen Leg 
1222-86 Devin Mary And Kids 
1250-86 Dunbar Motorcycl es, showing new BMW 1987 model s 
1310-86 Dimopoulos, Di mi drios passpcrt 
1344- 86 D'Addario picture for Who's Who 
1416- 86 Kim Dalton Pageant 






















6- 15- 86 
6-14-86 
6 - 13 - 86 
g!~¥-86 




















11- 26- 86 
EEEEEEEEE 
( 11-86 Copie s For Mr . J0<1(tffllg Ekberg 1-4-86 
47-86 Enterprise Newsphoto for Dave Meade 
69-86 Walter Earl Chervrolet Personnel 1-24-86 
109-86 Etter Joel 1-30-86 
110-86 Eastwick Simon passports 1-28-86 
111 - 86 Eaton Chuck 1-28-86 
112-86 Eaton Jack 1-21-86 
167-86 Mr.and Mrs. Maurice Eastwick 2- 7-86 
3- 3-86208-86 Sallie A. Eacobacci Met.Life Shovel Shop Square Bldg. 
3-2-86~•,,t\-~6 -Ms..on Foursquare Church Rev,.David V. Holland,pastor, 
253-86 E. B. Savings Bank new corporators 3-18-86 
254- 86 Eskenas, Nancy H&S 3-18-86 
732- 86 Enterpr i se Cel ebrity Tournament 6-20 - 86 
4-8-86482-86 Easton line, workman ckecks new executive park 
6-1- 86 
6-25- 86 
606-86 Elnord, James and Jason sons of Robert and Michelle "Irish Enthusiasts" 
747-86 Ann Baptiste, stomach wounds for Atty . Eskenas 
805-86 F.dison tower in West Bridgewater 7-9- 86 
915-86 Ekenas, Schlossberg and Kaplan flood at offices 8- 7- 86 
938 - 86 James Edward and his brother fish in Ames Pond in Easton 8 -1 4-86 
987- 86 Susan Elnanuello and childem school shop 8-29-86
988-86 James &!gar and friends on swings 9- 2-86 
1135-86 E. Bridgewater , Pleasant and N.Central Streets, men paint fence 9-10-86 
1136-86 English, Barbara , lip inj. for Atty. Berg of Piscitelli office 9- 22-86 
1137-86 Ernst, Marie with horse 9-28-86 
1138-86 Easton Public Gardens, visitors look at sunflowers 10-5-86 
1181-86 Eastern &lison Company Dennis Mullaney, and Will Deliddo change T. Pole 10-8-86 
1182- 86 Estabrook Family Restaurant, Employee's bathroom 10-8-86 
1223-86 Everson Sean on front porch 10-18-86 
1393-86 Easton Industrial Park 5 Bristol Park 11-27-86 
1394-86 Easton Industrial Park Shaw Glass Co. building 11-27-86 
1395-86 Easton Industrial Park 19 Norfolk Ave. 11-27-86 
1396-86 Elkevich, John at Goddard Hospital 11-21-86 
1438-86 Eskenas, Schlossberg & Kaplan, P.c., flood conditions 12-3-86 
Fl:'l'l'FFEl'FFF'.t'F 
:¼-86 Ferrara, Ray First ticl<et fca:: Senior Ci.tizffis full at Old.sto' s 1-14-86 
35--86 Fcntes Rrlro Inj.D:y Fbr Atty. 1awtcn HQ-86 
48- 86 Freindson Associates 1-20-86 
49-86 Ferrante , Joseph 1-17-86 
50- 86 Frilly Filly Bridal Saloon 1- 9- 86 
70-86 Fulton Edgar D. Realtors awards breakfast 1-24-86
71-86 Fitzmaurice Motor sales, staff 1- 23-86 
113-86 Franco Tony GOpies 2-1-86 
168-86 Federal Bl dg. 2-14- 86 
169- 86 Friendson assoc.sent express mail 2-15-86 
177-86 Feijoo Walter For Atty. William Sims 2-1 5-86 
209- 86 Northeast Cornrer Belmont street and Byron Ave. for Dr.Francis Freccero 3- 5-86 
210-86 Kristy Fitzsimnans for Atty . David Slutsky ,Facial Injuries 2- 24-86 
211-86 .for Atty. David Slutsky Michael Falls 2-21-86 
310- 86 FIRE Montello street fatal fire 3- 28- 86 
345-86 Fitch, Nancy Tree Shoppers 4-1- 86 
443- 86 Ficks Timber Playground 5-3- 86 
444-86 Fox, Ambrose for Bennett, Goding & Cooper Inc 4-23- 86 
4-12-86483-86 Deborah J. Fiore, Charles J. Gianino real estate 
4-10- 86 
485-86 Shawn Fuller fertilizes lawn 
484-86 Arnold Fritz paints fance 
4-10-86 
491-86 Franco, Anthony Copy of old time print 5-14- 86 
575- 86 Friendson Assoc. Dennis Correia And Jean Harriss 5-24-86 
607- 86 Froio,Pat and his nephew Mark Davis "Driving Lessons on power mower" 5-31-86 
608-86 Forest Avenue in Brockton , SW1set over Brockton 5- 30- 86 
609-86 Finnell, Robert individual H & S photographs 5- 27- 86 
610-86 Fortin, Susan for Shaw's Corporate office, East Bridgewater 5- 27- 86 
611- 86 Farrell, Elizabeth with brother Dave"Flower Frame" 5- 31- 86 
677- 86 Foster, F,dward S. 6-5- 86 
697-86 Anita Flamos, Passport set 6-16- 86 
698-86 Michelle Fulton crosses newly painted crosswalk 6-14-86 
699- 86 V.F.W. Filoon Bldg. N.Warren and Prospect 6-14- 86 
733-86 Fair,Brockton fir st ride goes up 6 - 20 - 86 
A 747 - 86 Fairbanks Mortgage GO. Inc. 6-23-86 
750-86 for Friendson, Seymour Glickan 6-25-86 
751-86 Fairbank Mortgage Go., Inc . Karen A. Larssen 6- 23- 86 
752- 86 Brockton Fair , new Ferris Wheel 6- 24-86 
753- 86 Fairbamk Mortgage Go. Christine A. Geddis 6-23-86 
754-86 Russel S. White 6- 23- 86 
755- 86 '"' Jon A. Mitchell 6-23- 86 
756-86 "" Maureen Lyons 6- 23-86 
806- 86 Fitzhugh,Eugenie receives Cadillac from son Michael 6- 30- 86 
84 7 - 86 Firemen ' s Fund Ins. fall scene at McGee Po n tiac/Toyota Hanover 7-16 
o\JC fL 
15 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
878- 86 Fairbank Mortgage Co. 
879- 86 First Parish Unitarian Church sold to Anthiony Gordon 
880- 86 Darkroom Fishing Trpi( 
924-86 Flooded office of Eskenas, Schlossberg, and Kaplan 
925-86 Firemen's funf, accident scene, Rte. 28, Wareham, near Mac's 
939-86 Child of Ellen Farrell 
989-86 Shirley Foster looks at her bushes 
990-86 Joseph Ferrante copy of a photo 
991-86 La.eh Ferreira with morning glories 
1032-86 Fox , Greg and Jeremy behind sunflowers 
1033-86 Fitch, Ivy Covered Chimney 
1139-86 Foliage at Portet Pond in Brockton 
1140-86 Fricker, Jason, and father remove leaves 
1141-86 Fraser, Don and Shirley clean up leaves 
1142-86 Fanning, Christopher, sits atop a punpkin 
1143-86 Flowers 
1144-86 Flannery, David with geographic sign 
1251-86 Frazier, Eric hand inj. for Atty. Paul R. Sullivan 
1311-86 Frances, Sister of Our Lady of Sorrows Art enthusiast 
1312-86 Flaherty, Scott of B.H.S. rakes leaves 
1313-86 Friendly Ice Crean fire 
1369-86 Federal building, landscaping by Leo's Landscape 
1377-86 Flooded roads on W. Eun and vicinity 
1378-36 Ferron, furry and mother and grandmother Chrictmas shop 
1417-86 Fix Chery 1 for Gianino 
1439-86 Fitzgerald, Kevin Abington for Atty. Kevin J. Reddington 
1440-86 Federal building, Brockton 
1477-86 FIRE two - alarm fire at 17 Grand street,Brockton 
7-30-86 



























3-86 George's Cafe copy of Hagler stories 1-6-86 
3&--86 Gilnore Sdrol Store<Eepar Ehtlusiasts 
1-14-86
72-86 Galt~~hry~l=h I~c~~a~~rot,;;1 J .Holmgreen 1-23-86 
73-86 Ginuer, Sean C. facial scar, back scar, foot defect for Atty . Witt 1-16-86 
74-86 Garney Mr. and Mrs . Lewis Family 1-20-86 
163-86 Goddard Memorial Hospital Prince Suite Dedication 2-8-86 
170-86 Gale, Tiffany Kennedy School 
212-86 Charles Gianino Realtor &.Co . slides for Jeff Burger l~l~iigs 
236-86 Goddard Memorial Hospital nurses who aided Dr. Caputo 3---86 
25 5-86 Geiler, Michael H&S 3-12- 86 
311-86 Graves, Jana painting 3-30-86 
312-86 Goff, Atty . , Ernest L. head injuries 3-25-86 
355-86 Peter Georgantas, Middleton & Carvalho 4-4-86 
367-86 Reina Gaber and cardboard replica 4-8-86 
386-86 Gulls, close pat tern of flight over Brockton 4-11-86
492-86 George's garage 4- 23-86
493-86 Green, Steve 4-22-86 
494-86 Gianino, Mrs. for Gianino Real Estate 5-8-86 
523-86 Glauben, Robert bird in the mailbox 
576-86 Grady Albert ~-=-1k-ii 
612-86 Griffith, Dorothea head, and arm inj. For Atty. Janet Cole, 5-27-86 
613-86 Gomes, Ryan leg inj . for Atty. Robert Kelley 5-23-86 
614-86 Gannon, Joseph and Rose 5-27-86 
615-86 Giovanniello, Renato "Half Century of Gardening" waters plants 5-27-86 
700-86 Judy Ellen Gammell of Norwell head and leg injuries: Atty. Mathers 6-14-86 
Nellie Gibson spratys garden 6-15-86 
757-86 Denise Goldberg and children relax at Lower Porter Pond 6-22-86 
778-86 Gorman Machine Corp. machines 6 - 30-86 
807-86 William Grigg with car port 7-6-86 
848 - 86 Green,Robert with Chinese visitors 7-14-86
849 - 86 Gorman Machine 7 -1 5-86 
884-86 Presentation of the Dr. William George award scholarship 8-1-86 
917-86 Greek Church Completed 8-8-86 
926-86 Greek Church Marchers 8-9-86 
927-86 Transparency, Greek Orthodox church 8-10-86 
928-86 Annucation Greek Orhtodox Church processi6n 8-9-86 
940-86 Michele 9reen and friends with stuffed animal ' zoo ' 8-14 - 86 
992-86 Linda Gray, Peoples Savings 9-4-86 
993-86 Goddard Occup. Health services 9- 2-86 
994-86 James Guenard 
1037-86 Gomes, Ryan for Atty. Kelly 8- 28-86 
1036-86 Green, Robert Chinese Visitors 8-16- 86 
1062-86 Grabau, Darlene 9- 20- 86 
1063-86 Grabau, Melissa neck injuries for Atty. Piscitelli office 9-15-86 
1064-86 Gomes, Ryan scarring for Atty. Sederman at Kelley & Reddington office 9-10-86 
11 
1145-86 Green Marketing, copy of shoe( 1146-86 Green, Bob passport 
1147-86 Gaguin, F.dna and dog admire garden 
1148-86 Gibson, Nellie picking beans under a scarecrow 
1149-86 Gratta , Paula , and brother blacktop driveway 
1150-86 Gale, Tiffany, dog watches as laundry is hung 
1151-86 Greater Brockton MLS, Presen. at 400 Club 
1152-86 Gill, Stanley, trims flowers 
1153-86 Gatl ey, April with "RED SOX" cat 
1183-86 Green, Robert shoes of Green Market Service 
1252- 86 Graymoor Friars 25th anniversary 
1253- 86 Gl adue, Gayle inj. for Atty. Luke Sweeney 
1254-86 Guerrera, Michael, for Atty. Luke Sweeney 
1314- 86 Greenberg, Jane 
1346-86 George, Manthala Supt. of School s, Brockt on 
1370-86 Garcia, Oscar for Giannini Real F.state 
1441-86 Gardner, Donna copy7>hoto- for Atty . Stephen Wainwri ght 
1442-86 Gerrera, Michael motorcycle at Hyde Park for Atty. Luke 
1443-86 Green marke ting shoes 






9- 25- 86 
9-24- 86 
9-22-86 




10- 20- 86 
11-1-86 
ll , lZ-86 
11-18- 86 
12- 8- 86 
Sweeney 12-4-86 
12-8-86 
12- 5- 86 
.I 
GODDARD HOSPITAL 
15-86 Goddard School nurse and doctor aspirants among students 
29-86 Medical Staf Officers 
51- 86 Goddard Memorial Hospital Mat ernity Tea 
171-86 Goddard Memorial Hospital Prince Suite Dedication 
495-86 proof sheets for Mary Sheehan 
1- 10- 86 






147 8 - 86 
11-26- 86 
n=1-i8-686 
1498-86 Preemie Christmas party (see proof sheet box) 12-86 
1499-86 Christmas Lunch (see proof sheet box) 12-17- 86 
1500- 86 Christmas Party Canoe Club (see proof sheet box) 12-86 
1q 
H 
8- 86 Hensley, Atty. Arthur, copy of Marine photo 1-1-86 
16- 86 HayeslHazel with daughter Janice Kaplan 1=~637--<'6 lbllan, David F.astm FaJra:µ,re Qurch 
75-86 Hartford Insurance Co. ceiling at Apt le showing flakes in ceilings 1-15-86 
114-86 Holmes Realty Dal tile Building 1- 30- 86 
142-86 Richard W. Hunter, Shaw's New Manager Ashland 2- 8- 86 
237- 86 Hartford Insurance William Shelley 3- 5- 86 
256-86 Holmes, R. W. bldg . at West st. Randolph 3- 18- 86 
257- 86 Handras, Alice passport 3-17- 86 
285- 86 Hartford Ins. Co . Costas Tsolerdis vs Town of Barnstable scene 
photographs 3-18- 86
286-86 Herrero,Adrian David for Atty . Ernest L. Goff 3- 14-86 
313-86 l!allimore , Lelli pclishes car with dog ' on top 3- 30-86 
314-86 Hayes, Atty . Chas. accident scene at Rte. 104 & Rte. 104 E. B. 3-25- 86 
346- 86 Holmes Realty Copy of rendering 4-~-86 
356- 86 R.W. Holmes Realty Sean C. Ahem 4-7- 86 
357-86 Plastic supply Corp. for R. W. Holmes Realty ; Sean C, Ahem 4-7- 86 
358- 86 Mililred Hagerty with her Japanese ast work 4-7-86 
359- 86 Theodore Hancock moves granite curbstones 4- 3- 86 
360-86 Norwell accident scene for Atty , Charles J. Hayes 4-4-86 
387- 86 Heritage Mfg. Corp, . storm doors 4-14-86 
496- 86 Herman, Albert Volunteer awards 5-14- 86 
497-86 Hamilton, Peter repair man for Continental Cablevision splicing wire 5-8-86 
524- 86 Hegarty , Nicol e for At t y. Richard Lawton 5-19-86 
525-86 Hayes, Lorraine for Atty. Robert Creedon 5-14- 86 
526- 86 Heal ,Walter for Atty .William H. Sims 5-12-86 
616- 86 Heavey, Brian ofAvon Portable Sunbath with Jerome Erickson 5-30-86 
617- 86 Holman, Rita Water Wheel hoses Down newly planted chrysanthemums 5-28-86 
643-86 Help wanted signs 6- 86 
678- 86 Healy , Patrick 6- 10- 86 
702- 86 Mrs. Hooper with barn door 6-17=86 
758- 86 Berti! Holt and son mow lawn 6- 21- 86 
759- 86 Cheryl Houghton i njuries for Atty. Schwartz 6- 25-86 
808- 86 Marvin Hagler Press Conference at Christos 2 7-2-86 
850- 86 Hildago ,Jeannet t e for Atty . Luke Sweeney 7- 9 - 86 
865- 86 House Moving 
866-86 House moving -motorist s at stand still 
867- 86- Hegarty, Nicole Facial Injury 
885-86 Janine Horton 
7- 29-86 
7- 29- 86 
7- 21-86 
7-31-86 
886-86 Jenna Hathaway, head injury for Atty. Chas . Murray 7-23- 86 
932-86 Holyoke , David arm and face injuries for Atty . Paul R. 
933-86 Holmes, R. W. Realty Co., INc., Open HOuse 
998- 86 R.W. Holmes Realty, open house Natick 
Sullivan 8-12-86 
8- 17- 86 
8-17- 86 
999-86 Hagler Kitchen 8-13- 86 
).0 
HllHHHHHHHHHHHH 
1038- 86 Hallquist, Marilyn Flowered Covered Well 9- 7- 86 
1039- 86 Herons intrige West Bridgewater 9-7- 86 
1040- 86 Holmes R.W. Easton Industrial park 9-8- 86 
1065- 86 Her, Ai Xiong knee injury for Atty . Alvin Jack Sims 9-1 2- 86 
1066- 86 Hubbard, Ray rivets panels 9-11-86 
1154-86 Holmes, R.W. , S.East Tech center groundbreaking 9- 30- 86 
1184-86 Hogg farm, Cattle resting on an October day 10-11-86 
1185-86 Hanson, Robert uses machine to cut corn and hurl silage 10-11-86 
1255-86 R.W. Holmes Realty, Robert Strelke at Campanelli off, 10-31- 86 
1256-86 Hiring the Handicapped awards at Brockton City Hall 10-30- 86 
1315-86 Hohengasser, Dennis art class 11-6- 86 
1347- 86 Holmes, R.W. Western Union Bui lding 11-11-86 
1348-86 Holy Trinity Lutheran Church confirmat ion class 11-2-86 
1379-86 Hosker , Donal d for Gianino Real Estate 11-19-86 
1300- 86 llamheed,Gary path and wall for Atty . Richard Lawton 11-13-86 
1418- 86 Hamilton Elanor for Atty. Sims 11- 22- 86 
1479 - 86 Holmes,R.W . Foxmoor bui l ding West Bridgewater 12 - 22 - 86 
1480 - 86 Hutchings , Eric for Att y . Bur ton Schair 12 -1 3-86 
1486-86 Hartford I n s . cellar stair at 37 Pear l s tr ee t, Brockton 12-18- 86 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
:u 
( 498- 86 Ianiri, Dennis 
1067- 86 Iamle, Frank with his squash 
1257-86 Inkel, Danielle, plays with milkweed pods 
1258-86 Innis, Joey with Pumpkins at Lamberts in Pembroke 




10- 20- 86 
12- 7- 86 
J 
17 - 86 Jenkins,Christin art student at Brockton High School 1-9- 86 
115-86 Jesus Manuel 1-31- 86( 
213- 86 Richard A.Jacob of BAT gets safety award 3-5- 86 
258-86 Jennison, Sheila knee injury for Atty. Sullivan 3- 5- 86 
315- 86 Johnson, Atty. John B. Rte. 128 accident scene 3- 26- 86 
499-86 Josselyn , Robert of West Bridgewater apple blossoms bike riding 5- 13- 86 
500- 86 Joyce, Paul M. Everett's auto Parts, Brockton 4-18-86 
501- 86 Jourdam, Elaine Guided Tour teachers in the Stoughton 5- 8- 86 
734-86 Joughin,Alan J . Shaw ' s Supermarkets 6 -1 8 - 86 
834 - 86 Jennings,Atty. John for N.E . School of Law 6 - 23-86 
858 - 86 Jorgenson, Keith 7 -1 8-86 
887- 86 Dana Johnson trims Evergreen tree 8-1-86 
929- 86 Robert B. Jesus, Pistol Permit pix 8-12-86 
930- 86 Laurence W. Jones with his flower bed 8-10-86 
1000- 86 Carol Joy, with her Marigolds 8- 29-86 
11 55- 86 Johnson, George , with wagon wheels in front of his home 9- 28- 86 
1259- 86 Justen, Lois, copy 10- 21-86 
1316-86 Johnson, Fred patient at the Veterans Medical Facility Brockton 11-9-86 
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKK 
116-86 Kramer Micheal & Phyllis W/ baby 1---86 
117-86 Kemper Group 1-30-86 
143-86 copies of const. site for Atty . Mark Karsner, Wynn+Wynn 1-31-86 
172-86 Kane, Kelly Hancock School 2-14-86 
176-86 Kendall, Lisa Knee Injuries for Atty, Paul Sullivan 2-7- 86 
214-86 copies of renderings for K&W Engineering 2-24-86 
316-86 K-Mart damage to facing Brockton 3-23- 86 
317-86 Kirby, Daniel K. injuries to knees, feet and ann 3-22-86 
4-7-86361-86 Sophie Kolunie with her magnolia trees 
362-86 Campello Pumping Station renovation progress for Gerald Kelliher 4-2-86 
388-86 Kallay, Maria trims 4-12-86 
403-86 Koval , Dan in connection with dogbite for Atty. James f. Davey 4-15-86 
502-86 Kaplan, Paul 5-14-86 
503- 86 Kwon, Yung Sundown chore rakes leaves around picket fence 5-10-86 
504-86 Kelley & Reddington Attys. Paul Duncan's gran prix 4-23-86 
505-86 Karisky, U. Alta head and neck brace at N. E. Sinai Hospital 4-22-86 
506-86 Kessler, Larry Enterprise 4-30- 86 
507-86 Koval, Dan for Atty . James F. Davey Scituate in connection with do_g bite 4-15-86 
527-86 Kechejian, Ruth with sculpture 5- 20- 86 
673-86 Knight Family at Thorny Lea 6-5-86 
674-86 Kennedy School trophy presentation 6-10-86 
704-86 Cairn and Mildred Roads in Brockton for Kemper Ins. 6-16-86 
705-86 Kou Khang first one to swim in Manning pool this year 6-18-86 
760-86 George E. Khoury, reception at Capeway Manor 6-18-86 
779 - 86 Kemper Ins. Co . fall scene at Plymouth music store 6-30-86 
780-86 Kennedy,Shawn with motorcycle 6- 28-86 
781 - 86 Kaitz,David sealing driveway 6- 27 - 86 
809-86 James Passero accident scene for Kelley & reddington Atty' s 7-8-86 
851-86 Kelley and Reddington Old Oake n Bucket Lane and Maple st . · Scituate fo1 
Ron Sederman 7-18 - 86 
8~2 - 86 Kenneal l y,Prof . James H&S 7- 18 - 86 
871-86 Karaliotios, Andrew 7-25-86 
s,2-86 Kemper Insurance Co . St. John S Church 7- 24-86873- 86 Kemper Insurance Co. Old Post Road , Sharon 7- 24-86 
931- 86 Don Konetchy, injuries for Atty. S. Russell Hodgdon 931-86 
1001-86 Approach to Olds . , Toyota, for Kemper Insurance 9-4-86 
1002-86 Kelleher property off S.Main St., Brockton 8- 20-86 
1003-86 Campello Pumping station restoration for Gerald J. Kelleher 8-17-86 
1087-86 Kemper Insurance Company Rte . 140 & Rte. 106 9-22-86 
1088-86 King, Chris Long Line For a Long Winter 9- 21-86 
1089-86 Kenney, Joe Autumnal Chore 9-13-86 
1156-86 Kashgagian, Chris , checks rolls of carpeting 10-86 
1157-86 King, Douglas, Marketplace Groundbreaking, S.EAston 9-26-86 
1158-86 Koehler, Helge, tends to Marigolds 10-5-86 
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKK 
1224-86 Kinney , George raking Leaves 
1225- 86 Kemper Insurance Company Accident Scene 
1260- 86 Knapp Shoe Co. , shoe photo 
1261-86 King , Douglas, pix. of Douglas Rubber 
1317-86 Knox, Steven building roof 
138( -86 King, Douglas builders, Swinming pool at Handleshop square 
1392- 86 King Douglas Swinming Pool Handle Shop Square North Faston 
1446-86 Krowski , Atty. Joseph F. copies of air photos 
1447-86 King, Douglas A, INDIAN COVE CONDOMINIUMS 
1481-86 King,Douglas A. Pool 
10-18-86 
10-16-86 
10- 27- 86 
10-29- 86 
10-28-86 
11- 12- 86 
11-20-86 
12- 10-86 
12- 5- 86 
12-15 - SE 
LLILULLLL 
52-86 Ledennan Ruth Baskets 1-21-86 
( 53- 86 Ledennan Ruth Dickies 1-21- 86 
76-86 Lucini Motor sales, inc. headed by Gus Lucini in West Bridgewater 1-23-86 
77-86 Lambert's grand opening Rainbow Fruit 1- 15-86 
118-86 Lindennan David B. S. B 1- 28- 86 
119-86 Lawton & Lawton Future Office 1-24- 86 
144-86 Liberty Vehicle Leasing 2- 6- 86 
173- 86 Lithuanian Independance Day 2- 14-86 
215- 86 Charles S. LoGiudicem ass. chief probation officer 2- 27-86 
318- 86 Littig, Barbara teeth injuries for Atty . Richard J. Lawton 3-25-86 
319-86 Lawton , Atty. Richard and Mrs. at Law Day 3-21-86 
320- 86 Leonard 's pond off Fairview ave. Triop of Turtles 3- 31-86 
413- 86 Ledennan Co . lace garment s and baskets 4-l*-86 
451-86 Law Day Speakers SuperiorCour t Ceremony 5- ---86 
509-86 Litvin wedding for Mr. and Mrs. Robert Epstein 5-11-86 
510- 86 Lombardi, Robert family Picnic of Brockton 5- 9- 86 
511- 86 Lonergan, Mr. Landscaped Mailboxes 5- 8- 86 
512- 86 Lipinski, Stephen Ribbons of Com fastens plastic strips on lawn 5- 3-86 
528-86 Lambert property , Marshfiel d 5-15-86 
835 - 86 Ludecker,Karen 7- 11 - 86 
5-14- 86529- 86 Law Day official s for Atty.George Wainwright 
618-86 Lyons, Chuck son of Edward 6-4-86 
619- 86 Looney, Michael Top Billing , affixes rope to dead oak tree 5- 31-86 
620-86 Lawton, Richard Atty. Garage with a view 5- 31-86 
621-86 Ledennan, Dickies 5-29-86 
679- 86 Lehane, Jack proof sheet 6- 9-86 
606-86 Atty . Sander S. Lederman 6-13-86 
735 - 86 Lattouf , Shurbe l 6 - 19 - 86 
761-86 Ruth Lemieux, injuries for Atty . Schwartz 6-25-86 
762- 86 Susan Laferriere and her sister cook outdoors 6-22- 86 
810-86 Susan Lighter, injuries fir At ty. William H. Sims 7- 3- 86 
811-86 T. J. Lannon trims his square hedge 7- 7- 86 
853-86 Lawton, Judge James R. 7 - 7- 86 
888- 86 sherri Lago, passport set 7- 30- 86 
8- 7-86916-86 Little Caesars Pizza 
941 - 86 Copy for Bob Lundberg 8-18 - 86 
942 - 86 Linda Lombardo with Hydrangea Bonanza 8-14 - 86 
943-86 Xpoy for Ear l Lanos 8- 13 - 86 
1004- 86 Barbara Lutz and grandchild shopping 8-31-86 
1005-86 Leather Gallery , Westgate Mall 8- 28- 86 
1097-86 Lawton, Mark 9-23-86 
1159-86 LaCroix, Caitlin 9- 26-86 
1186-86 Ludwig, Philip C. 10-10-86 
1226-86 Lawton Atty. Randolph Accident Scene 10-10-86 
~ 
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( 
1413-86 Lamberts Fruit Employees at Westwood 11-26-86 
1448-86 Le, Ben pumps gas in mini snow storm in Brockton 11-11-86 
1482-86 Lambert's Rainbow Fruit, Westwood X- Mas tree set -ups 12/86 
MMMMMMM 
12- 86 Holiday Inn in Brockton for Mirrione Dev. Sid Tufts 
18- 86 
19- 86 ~:~~n~}dD~~~~es~~ri5 ~o~~~fiw~~~~ament 
54-86 Metcalf, Jill "Backyard Obstacle Course" 
78-86 Minolta tests 
120-86 Morgan Kim Extra transparancies 
121-86 Mantalas Tim Atty. 
122- 86 Multiple Listing Service Nick Mirrione 
145-86 Jennifer Machinski facial injury for Atty. Allan Tufankjian 
146-86 Carolyn Marwick H+S for publicity 
147-86 John Marshall Sparks Tune-up Center 
148-86 Atty. James O. S.Morton, facial scars to Atty. P.J . Piscitelli 
216-86 Charles Morgan for Atty. Carol Witt , facial injuries 
217-86 Theresa Meade for Atty. F.d Reservitz , forehead injury 
218- 86 Rte.27 W.Bridgewater Atty. Morris 
243-86 Nancy Miller for Middleton-Garvalho 
259-86 Medeiros, Ron Service Merchandise H&S 
287- 86 Massachusetts Teachers retirement board meeting at BHS 
321- 86 Mendes, Ramiro D. passport 
322-86 MacNeil, Michael Daniel arm injury for Atty. Robert J. Berks 
323-86 Mills, James 
347-86 Murphy Family 
363-86 Nature Walk w/Irving Mendelson 
368-86 Kathleen Mogan, Shawmut First County Bank, Scituate 
369-86 Merchants Tire Co.; now a parking lot 
370-86 C.S. Pierce factory, now a parking lot 
389-86 Monty's Cycle shop, new Harley's 
390-86 Miskinis Buick, Weiner and Oshry 
391- 86 Marshall's opening at Newton 
404-86 Martines, Jorge wrist injuries 
457-86 Madaio, Joe Plymouth Home 
458-86 Metro South Job Fair 
459-86 Morse, Mary Bermuda Trip Winner1!~=:: Miskims . Dedication Of new Body shop
462 March of Dimes Walk-a- thon 
-86 Mihos James Group Photo 
513-86 Mountain,John A. for Roger Keith and Sons 
514-86 Marshall, Ulysses Picture of his fence on his property 
515-86 Macauley, Cary T. People's Savings Bank 
516-86 Murphy, Joseph Michael enjoys a sundae treat 
517-86 Mihos, James color portrait 
518-86 Mealey, Carol citizenship 
530- 86 Massasoit CO!l11l . College nurses class of 1986 
531-86 MacDonald Bros. Landfill, Monponsett excavation 
1-6-86 
1- 11- 86 







































5- 22- 86 
5- 19-86 
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 
577-86 Madaio, Joe Plymouth Home Bank 
578-86 Moore Pat "Mechanic of the Future" 
579- 86 Marble Jean "Grass Cutting Two Ways" 
622-86 Matta, Edward megabucks winner at coffee shop 
623-86 Marinucci, Joy and Mildred Johnston chat about the new painted fence 
624-86 Macrina, Mario high school student garden perfection with brother 
625-86 Madaio, Joseph Plymouth hQne Bank 
680-86 Marcello, David E. 
707- 86 Atty. Steven Murphy 
708-86 Copies for Harold Burnham , Mercury Company 
709-86 Ann Mellor for Hartford Insurance, taken at office of Atty. Barry 
736 - 86 Markella, clients car at North Main street auto parts 
763-86 Neil MacCallumwith his old barn door 
764-86 Joanne Magliarditi with her rose bush 
782-86 Motorcyc,e rally in Brockton 
783-86 Moynihan,Dr . and Mrs. John J . 50th anniversary 
784-86 Manning Pool Brockton take advantage of good weather 
812-86 Mercury Co. copy of supplied pix 
813-86 W.B. Mason Co. int . and ext. 
814-86 Joe Marcus At typewriter 
815-86 Middleboro Square shopping center for Tedeschi Real Estate 
816-86 " " grand opening • " " 
836 - 86 Middleboro Square for Tedeschi Realty 
837 - 86 Middleboro Square for ted eschi Realty 
838 - 86 Miranda,Nicho le wheelbarrow gardeners 
839-86 Meribet,Dominique blueberry season begins 
889-86 W.B . Mason Co. meeting and products 
890-86 Massachusetts Motorcycle training program at Fairgrounds 
891- 86 Mark Mantalos on jet ski 
892-86 Ronald Macuch wins Mehabucks 
944-86 Kristine Blood dives in Manning pool 
945- 86 Copy for John Mitkus 
946-86 Michelson Farm, South Easton 
947- 86 Peter Mihos Family 
948-86 James Mihos at new Greek Church 
968-86 Mirrione Dev. Williamsburg II 
1006-86 Ray Mandone mow lawn in front of fire wood 
1007-86 Joe Marcus and new ship 
1008-86 Ann Montagano , facial scar for Atty . Carol A. Witt 
1009-86 Rocky Marciano memorial being groomed 
1010-86 Judge and Mrs. Cortland Mathers 
1081-86 MacDonald, Robert and Jean Bountiful Harvest 
1082-86 Mihos, James 












6 - 17 - 86 
6-24-86 
6-21-86 
6 - 28 - 86 




























1099- 86 MacNevin family at Dahborg funeral Home 
1100-86 MacAuslan, Lee craftsmaker 
1101-86 Marshall, Lee Modern Day Rail Splitter 
1160-86 Menard, Eric, looks at Poison Ivy 
1161-86 Monty's open house 
1162-86 Mahoney, Megan and Marilyn, surrounded by pumpkins 
1163-86 Manning , Steven, replaces shutters 
1170-86 Mirrione, Nick 
1171-86 Macrina, Lia and friends 
1227-86 Meadowland Retail Center 
1228-86 Mulloy Michael Halloween Ghosts 
1262-86 Monsini, Cherie makes charcoal drawing of two classmates 
1263-86 Moore, Brad Bradford trailer sales 
1264- 86 Mulberry Shoppes get paint job
1349-86 Michel son farm leaking leaching field 
1382-86 Massassoit COITl11, College, Turkey dinner prep. 
1411-86 Mirrione Executive Park 
1412-86 Mandeville, Paul in juries 
1449-86 Maki, John R. of Sandwich forehead and right elbow inj. For Atty. 
1483-86 Melberg,Joshua for Ber ks and Finn 
1484-86 Massasoit Course Awards Cer tificate s 
9-19- 86 

















McMahon 12-2- 86 
12-10 - 86 
12-10 - 86 
McMcMcMcMcMc 
79-86 McLaughlin Chevrolet, Inc. Whitman ready with 86' Models 1- 23- 86 
219-86 Irving McGeary,Knapp King Size Corp. for Lisa Polvinen,Irving Margolis 3- 1-86 
260-86 McCordick, Don Crescent Credit Union H&S 3- 18- 86 
580- 86 McGrath William "Gentleman Farmer" 5-19-86 
854 - 86 McDonald,Bros. landfil l, accident scene, Summer s t. Brockton 7-18 - 86 
949-86 Elizabeth McAdams and daughter in front of house 8-15-86 
1011-86 McCarthy fmaily gathjeing at North Falmouth 8-16-86
1164- 86 McGillis, black cat at ho>me'___________________ j,0-1-86 
10- 2-861165-86 McIntyre , Kevin, Polishes bike 
1229-86 Mellvene, Dorothy Year- round Blossoms 10- 18-86 
1350-86 McGovern , Terence Col dwell Banker 
1450-86 McKay , Scott A. of Plymouth , forehead inj. for Atty. James R. McMahon ~1=-b~ai6 
N 
( 
4-86 Nolan, Marty, N. E. Tel. Co., Pearl st. for Marchand 
20- 86 Nye,Wayne copy of old time fire dept. group 
55-86 N.E. Sinai 10th. Anniversary 
80-86 New England Telephone Co. Taunton office Patriots rally 
93- 86 New England Sinai Jaycee Group 
94- 86 New England Wes Hro,;1<:s 
95-86 New England Sinai Magde Ghaly 
96- 86 New England Sinai Somasekharam Kaza 
9 7- 86 New England Sinai Dr. Chun 
98- 86 New England Sinai Alec Danz 
99- 86 NewEngland Sinai Jung Kim 
100- 86 New England Sinai Won Ho Kim 
101-86 New England Sinai Karen Kelliher 
102-86 New England Sinai Physical Therapy Clinic 
149- 86 Earnest Soares N. E.Tel.Co. 
150-86 N. E. Sinai Dr. Germaine 
151-86 N.E . Sinai Dr. Lee 
152-86 N. E. Sinai Dr. Kaza 
153- 86 N. E. Sinai Dr . Elliot Israel 
188- 86 New England Sinai Hospital Make your own sundae program 
189- 86 New England School of LAw, Dean's reception for John J. Conte 
220-86 Robert S .Norvish 
221-86 Larry Novak passport set 
222- 86 N.E. Tel.Off. Westgate Mall ,for Lois Ryan 
261-86 N. E. Sinai copy of Robt. Urich 
262- 86 N. E. Sinai Donna Richardson 
263-86 N. E. Sinai Annemarie Donahue Director of Nurses 
264- 86 N. E. Sinai Dr. Vigna ti 
265- 86 N. E. Sinai Jaycee Shamrock sale 
266- 86 N. E. Sinai Frank Avruch copy 
267-86 N. E. Sinai advisory group for ~over 
268- 86 N. E. Sinai extra strock transparencies 
269-86 N. E. Sinai Jaycee meeting 
2 70-86 N. E. Sinai puppet show 
271- 86 N. E. Sinai diabetes group 
272-86 Nichols, Russell & Sean Nelligan St. Pat's Day tie 
288- 86 N. E. Telephone award winner 
324- 86 New England School Of Law, Law day 
325- 86 N. E. Telephone sal es breakfast at Holiday Inn Brockton 
348-86 New Engl and Telephone Court Street installation 
392-86 N. E. Tel. Co . Sheraton Tara meetings 
393-86 N. E. Sinai conference group 
394-86 N. E. Sinai Frank Avruch speaker 
405-86 N. E. Sinai My Turn Job Fair 


















2- 6- 86 







3- 13- 86 
3- 13- 86 
3- 14-86 
3- 13- 86 
3- 14- 86 
3- 13- 86 
3- 10- 86 
3-16- 86 
3- 18- 86 
3-17-86 
3-14-86 
3- 19- 86 
3-21-86 
3- 25- 86 






445-86 N.E . Sinai Nurse Awards( Mens Assoc. Breakfast446-86 
447- 86 
448-86 " Series for Brochure 
Patients Seder449-86 
Volenteer Awards450- 86 
532-86 N.E . Sinai diabeti1 seminar 
533-86 N.E.Sinai ,~111fih ail therapy personnel 
534-86 N.E.Sinai ceramic awards 
535-86 N.E. Sinai Hospital photo 
536-86 N.E . Telephone pix of Darlene Blackett 
537-86 Nolan loading equipment at Enterprise , Brockton 
593-86 New England School of Law CoI11Tiencement 
594- 86 New England Telephone awards night Sheraton, Plymouth 
644-86 N.E.Sinai Hospital 3rd annual installation dinner, Junior chamber comnerce 
666-86 N.E . Telephone Brockton District awards 
667-86 N, E. Telephone MR. Albert Honored 
681-86 N. E. Sinai seminar 
682- 86 N.E . Sinai hospital auxiliary award for Judy Farrar 
710- 86 Speaker AT New England Siani 
711-86 New England Siani Hospital recognition award night for volunteers 
712-86 New England Telephone Awards Program 
713-86 North River Flotilla five canoes head downstream 
737 - 86 N.E.Sinai new auxiliary group 
738 - 86 N.E . Telephone seminar at Sheraton Tara, Braintree 
765-86 New England Sinai , junior volunteer recgnition night 
817-86 N.E. Sinai , veteran employees honored 
893- 86 Marigold bedsd at NorthEaston pest office 
907-86 N.E. Siani staff meeting, Dr. Mitchell T. Rabkin, gen . dir., speaker 
908- 86 N.E . Sinai medical staff officers 
909-86 N.E. Telephone locust Valley Golf Course . 
918-86 N.E. Sinai Hospital for Judy llo<y 1,,.klfl, 
950- 86 filming for evening magazine 
951-86 Louie Wing, maintenance mechanic 
952- 86 Dr. Thomas Kline 
953-86 Anne Mccourt and Barbara Bromfield 
954-86 P3ul Naumowicz, eye injury for Atty . Russell Hodgdon 
1077-86 N. E. Sinai Wexler Day Care Center 
10-78-86 N.E. Sinai National Adult Day Health Care 
1079- 86 N.E . Telephone Company Wire installation for MR. Floyd 
1080-86 Noonan, Atty. Gerald Marks on Manley street 
1166- 86 Noonan, Leo 
1167- 86 Nye, Wayne 
1168- 86 Norris, Edrrrund, runs along Prater Pond 
1169- 86 N.E . Tel. hose pushes fresh air in for two workers underground 
1187- 86 Nye, Wayne copies of fire pictures 
1188-86 Norwood , Mark Well dressed Apparition 
1189- 86 New England Telephone company adele C. Killary and Helen Kendrick 















6- 8- 86 
6-10- 86 
6-9- 86 






6 - 17 - 86 





8- 4- 86 
8- 3-86 
8-7- 86 
8- - 86 
8- - 86 
8- -86 












10- 9- 86 
10-8-86 
1265-86N.E. Tel. United Way visits Crescent st. plant 
1266-86 N.E.Hardwood floors for Bryant, Inc. 
( 
1267-86 N. E.Siani Halloween party 
1268-86 N. E. Sianichildren' s rehab. 
1269-86 N. E. Siani Diabetes heal th fair 
1270-86 N.E. Siani, 
1318-86 Norman, Bradford thumb injury . for Atty. Albert Grady 
1319-86 N.E . Sinai Ma.n 1 s Association annual meeting 
1320-86 N.E. Sinai adult awards at Sherwood restaurant, Stoughton 
1321-86 N.E. Sinai Women's Donor Luncheon 
D'il- 86 N. E. Sinai Hosnital Copy photograph for Judy Farrar 
1352-86 N.E. School of Law Alumni dinner honoring trustee Joseph J. Lorusso 
snow\l~t:.it Ni~~~ t~~<tCh~Tst:i~n~n\~~i~\~~niu1~ci~0~0 lacings of 
1485-86 N. E .Telephone awards dinner at Taunton 
1487-86 N. E.Sinai Christmas Party















1 2 - 20 - 86 
12-18-86 
_ o_ 
21- 86 Odence,Jeffrey for Atty .Joseph A.Lopisi 
( 3&-86 Old Calmy lhlt:a:l llby Jmes F. Crcnin 
154-86 O'Brian, Tim Agway Inc. 
364- 86 SHawn Ormonty and friends jump rope 
407- 86 O' Connell Bill copies 
508- 86 Olympics, Special at Brockton High School for Plymouth Home Bank 
645-86 Otis Street Bridge over Brockton I s Trop Brook people fishing 
646- 86 O'Brien, Dennis Sears Craftsman 10 inch Radial Saw at Kingston 
683-86 Ostiguy, Michael Brockton history on canvas artist 
714- 86 Linda Owens hangs flowers in pulley of old well 
766- 86 Dennis M. O' Brien, hand and foot wounds for Atty . Whiting & Cole 
785- 86 0 1 Connor, Keith in new car 
1092- 86 Olsen , William Fishing Standouts 
1191- 86 Oliver Aines High School 
1192- 86 Olson, Russell neatl y spaced lineup of his arbor vitae t rees. 
1353-86 O'Connell Mr. And Mr s . 50 years wed at 400 Restaurant 
1354-86 Owens, Teresa back injury 
1355-86 O'Connor, Peter of Plympt on engulfed in l eaves 





















22-86 Pi taro Inauguration color 1- 6- 86 
23- 86 Paul Revere Lodge installation of officers 1-11-86 
~ P1rire Sdro1 A MllBltrul ElqEr:imce 1-15-86 
( 56-86 Patriots T-Shirt sale 1-17- 86 
57-86 Paine School "Addwed Attractions" 1-17- 86 
81- 86 Picchi, Lisa from North Easton 1-24-86 
82-86 Paul Clark Ford in Brockton which has been in the auto business for years. 1- 23-86 
1-22- 86 Pitaro Carl Inaugural Ball 1-24-86 
123-86 Paine School Bottle Collectors 1-29-86 
124- 86 Parkway Restaurant Patriots Group 1-26-86 
125- 86 Poor, Robin Head injuries 1-23-86 
155-86 Peoples Savings Bank Lynn Burke 2-5- 86
156- 86 Peoples Savings bank Cheryl Warren 2-5- 86
157- 86 Paginelli, John Bergstrom Realty 2-2- 86
158- 86 Peoples Savings Bank Cynthia Phillips 2-5- 86 
163- 86 Prince Suite Dedication Goddard Hospital 2-8-86 
223-86 John Preto for Atty.Paul F.Wynn 2-22-86 
273- 86 Picklus, Michael H&S 3-10-86 
326-86 Palm, Ted and Barbara of South Easton work on trimming Arch of Hemlock 3- 30- 86 
327-86 Phillips, Janice for Middleton- Garvalho Real Estate 3-27- 86 
328-86 Pearson, June injuries for atty. Gerald J. Noonan 3-25- 86 
329- 86 Philippart company equipment 3-25- 86 
330-86 Powers, Richard passport 3-28-86 
371-86 Marie Parentaea w/her ceramics 4-7- 86 
372- 86 Richard Plaskus Middleton & Carvalho 4=4- 86 
395- 86 Padula, Patrick H&S 4-16-86 
396- 86 People's Savings officers and new corporator 4-14-86 
397-86 Plumbers & Pipefitters Union 85th anniversary 4-4-86 
398- 86 Pensinger, Mark injuries for Atty . Reservitz 4-3-86 
399- 86 Perkins, Howard injuries for Atty . Sullivan 4-2-86 
408-86 People's Savings bank officers and new corporator, Kibar t , Doyle , IleMarco 4-14-86 
452- 86 Peterson Machine Co. 5-5-86
1153-86 Panayotof, Peter Birds Stay Away 5-3-86 
454-86 Pucillo, Kimberly at Cardinal Cushing Hospital 4-25- 86
455-86 Plymouth Home Bank walk- a- than 4-27- 86 
456-86 " " " Easton Branch 
538-86 Plymouth Home Bank, Celtics Bill Walton at Easton branch ~-=-ti-=-&t 
539-86 People's Savings Bank, Stoughton branch, benefit drawing 5- 16- 86 
581- 86 Pauliks Jeff "Garden Ornament" 5-26-86 
582- 86 Parkinson Ronald 5-16-86 
583-86 Pearl Street Methodist Church rehabilitated 5- 26-86 
$ 26-86 Pinstein Susan For Atty . Goldberg 6-4-86 
62,7-86 Paint Job Irks Motorists on Main Street 6-8-86 
628-86 Phippen, Clifford back Injuries 6-2-86 
629-86 Pigeons 6---86 
630- 86 Passias , Basil "Hanging Garden" 5-30-86 
631-86 Piscitelli, Nicholas Face Injuries 6-3-86 

































Plymouth Class of 1936 
Pinstein, Susan for Atty. Goldberg 
Plouffe, Joseph F. retiring Asst . Supt . of Schools 
Packard, Steven and band 
Paramount Cleaners, swallows return to nest 
Phaneuf, John & Dorothy fix up Huntley Farm 
Pentz, Paul dogbite victim for Atty. Sullivan 
Papadopoulos, Kiriakops car for Atty. Mantalos 
Peterson, Suzanne H&S 
People I s Savings Bank robbery, West Side 
P.I.C . annual breakfast at Carleton House 
Pemberton, James builds porch with cat watching 
Plouffe, Joseph and Dr. Daniel Kulick 
Plouffe, Joseph 
Parker, Melodie, neck injuries for Atty. Sullivan 
Plastics Bldg., Easton Ind . Park 
Poirier, Kerri for People's Insurance 
Plouffe, Joseph F. Asst. Supt. 
Petti , Michelle forehead injuries for Atty. Robt. Kelley 
Pleany, Donna colorful fungus 
People's Run 1986 
Prince, Tom & Arlene watch Jeff McNamara sweep walkway 
Papigiotis, Alexandria Surrounded by Blossoms 
Petti, Al 
Porter, Michael And friends Front-Yard Conference 
Para-Graphics
Philstone nail display 
PHilips, Brophy & Pipeline Lunchbreak 
Philstone Nail Display 
Page St. in Stoughton 
Powers, Kevin knee injuries 
Project Grad 
1272- 86 Patt, Kathl een,for Ron Sederman of Atty. Robert Kalley office 
1273-86 Peoples Savings Bank, check presentation from road race 
1274-86 Powers, Madeline , Copy 
1275-86 Parker, Melody, for Atty. Sullivan 
1322-86 Pillarelas, Philip medal presented by the French in W.W . II 
1323-86 Park, D.W. Canada geese 
1324- 86 Pease, Margie and mother make figurines for Christmas 
1325-86 Platt, Alexander passport 
1326- 86 Platt, Joshua passport set 
1327- 86 Platt, Susan Gold passport 
1328-86 Plat~, Emily passport set 
1356-86 Paula roung Wigs 
1357-86 Powers, Robert facial injuries 
1358- 86 Philstone nail package display 
1419-86 Pigeons Bridge of Birds 
1452- 86 Plymouth County Bar Assn . annual meeting 
1453-86 Pomerleau, Janice Hillside Christmas display 















7- 25 - 86 
8- 9- 86 
8-26- 86 




9- 13- 86 







10- 31- 86 
10 -25-86 
10-22- 86 




10- 30- 86 
11- 6- 86 
11-6-86 





ia=1~•~~~lZ- 1- 6 
12-10- 6 
12- 16- 86 
00000000000 
349-86 Quinn Maureen Coldwell Banker 4-1- 86( ) 647-86 Quaglia, Charles of East Bridgewater House of History 6-1-86 
684-86 Quilty, Louise of Whitman Garage with Homey l ook 6- 9- 86 
l i 
- R-
30-86 Riley, Kevin, passport 1-13-86 
40-86 Reebok presentation to Patriot ' s 1-17- 86 
58- 86 Randall , Charles "Vents in helmets" 1-18- 86 
159-86 Reardon, F.dward Shaw's Asst. Mgr., Ashland 2- 8- 86 
179-86 Revere, Paul Lodge 2-18- 86 
180- 86 Rudolph, Scott for Atty . Reddington 2- 18- 86 
181-86 Roland Enterprises, Inc. opening reception 2-13-86 
224- 86 Rofor Machine Company, Exterior 3-6-86 
225-86 Reed , David A. 3-4- 86 
238-!16 Reebok empl oyees, Morgan, Bennett, Padduck 2-28- 86 
331- 86 Riley, Jonathan forehead injuries for Atty. Richard Lawton 3-26-86 
332-86 Roy, William jumping 3- 26- 86 
333-86 Remy, Dawn facial and knee injuries office of Albert e . Grady 3-18- 86 
409-86 Reino, Kevin Discovering Daffodils 4-11-86 
410-86 Roderick, Lynn Don't forget Tonight, daylight savings begins 4-15-86 
411-86 Rodenbush, James 4-12-86 
426-86 Roy, John with Miss . Kriteman at Jr. Prom 4-18-86 
540-86 Rodrigues, Francisco 5-21- 86 
541-86 Robie, Nancy Knapp shoe company 5- 9- 86 
542-86 Repucci ,John for Atty.Marcia Josefek Guay 5- 5- 86 
648-86 Roy, Brian hand and leg bums for Atty. Robert S. Creedon, Jr. 6- 4-86 
649- 86 Rudolph, William New Porch Fad , new Wind sock ornament 6-1-86 
650-86 Rosen, Joseph of Brockton surrounded by Pigeons Avian Benefactor 5- 30- 86 
672- 86 Roy, John Junior Ushers 6- 8- 86 
716-86 Rotary scholarship awards 6-20- 86 
767-86 James A. Riley, damage to wall for Atty. Christopher Mathers 6- 20- 86 
768- 86 Rainbow over Abington 6- 24- 86 
787-86 Rubin, Ben painting fence 6-30-86 
820- 86 Stephen Reed enhances signpost 6-4- 86 
821- 86 Jonathan Rile¥ forehead injury for Atty. Richard Lawton 6-28-86 
822- 86 Pamela Rich 7-7- 86 
856 - 86 Royster,Duke of East Bridgewater with Tiger lily 7-15 - 86 
898-86 Jason Richard, forehead injuries for Atty. Paul Sullivan 7- 25- 86 
919- 86 reflection from water in parking lot 8- 3- 86 
8-86956- 86 Rochelle Roy 
8- 8- 86957- 86 John Roy 
1015-86 Edward Reardon checks brick wall 8- 24- 86 
1016-86 Randolph Savings bank, future home of, 8- 21-86 
1041-86 Richard Jason car for Atty. Sullivan 8- 29-86 
1072-86 Randall , Micheal Hood Ornaments 9-21-86 
1073- 86 Randall, Linda Arch of Flowers 9-21- 86 
( ) 1074-86 Roland, Paul 9-19-86 
1075-86 Richman,Atty. Nathan Pearl and Belmont Streets 9- 17-86 
mi~ii tl?c!.a~~~ Pat~~1l0 Ufi~~:rb~n~"'l\'t;tepots of mums 1cJJ-1¼Q."!ib6 
1197-86 Rendez-Vous Boutique for Atty . Norman Fine 10-8-86 
1198-86 Randolph Savings Bank Flag flies in air 10-11-86 
1199-86 Repucci, John forehead injury 9-20- 86 
1200-86 Reservitz, Edward Atty . office building 10-2-86 
1201-86 Riley, John of Brockton travel Reminder 9-29- 86 
1276- 86 River Bend Condo . Groundbreaking 10- 23- 86 
1277-86 Reddington, Atty. Kevin J., autopsy neg 1 s. 10- 20- 86 
1278- 86 Randolph, Stetson High ! Oth reunion 10-18-86 
1279- 86 Robery ,Gilbert ,cl oses Rowolyn Farm 10-19- 86 
1280- 86 Richard , Jason, copy photos for Atty. Paul R. Sullivan 10-7-86 
1281 - 86 Rotary Club, Stuart Romm speaking 10- 23-86 
1282- 86 River Bend Condo. groundbreaking 10-23-86 
1283- 86 Rodenbush, James F.X. inj. to face for Atty . Thomas D. Lawton 10-11-86 
1329-86 Raynham, winner of last championship 11-1-86 
1359-86 Rothstein, Herbert R. V.P. of Far East Production 11-14-86 
1360-86 River Bend Condomininum model room 11-3-86 
1371-86 Robinson, David of Markings, Inc. at Lawrence & Main st. 11-18-86 
1408-86 Raynham Dog track race winner 11-27 - 86 
1409-86 Rose Richard Chart Realty passport 11-28-86 
1455-86 Rowe, Susan cut lip for Atty . William H. sims 12-4-86 
1494-86 Registry of Motor Vehicles long lines 12-30- 86 
( 
1043- 86 F.d Lussier, Marketing Director , Running/Fitness/Cycling 9- 15- 86 
1044- 86 John Morgan, Marketing Director Basketball/turf 9- 15-86 
1045- 86 Deborah Deininger, Marketing Director non- performance footwear 9- 15- 86 
1046- 86 Groundbreaking at Stoughton with Gov. Dukakis Color 9-9-86 





24- 86 Santos ,Robert art student at B.H.S. 1- 8- 86 
25-86 Sdao , Cindy party at Christo ' s II 1-7-86 
59-86 Scher Nissan personell 1-23-86 
60- 86 Spry Patricia "Mid-Witer" 1-18-86 
83-86 Copy of boat trip on rapids for Bea Sherman 1-86 
130- 86 Sales Personel Sllco Honda 1-30-86 
131-86 Stevenson Arlene photo of Errol 1-29-86 
160-86 Soundtrak New S-Trak car 2- 10- 86 
174-86 Souza Family 5generations 2-8-86 
176-86 Sullivan Atty. Knee Injuries of Lisa Kendall 2-7- 86 
177- 86 Sims , At t y. for Walter Feijoo 2-15-86 
190- 86 Simeone copies for Tom Desimone 2-20-86 
191-86 Stoughton Selectman Sign agreement 2-18-86 
192- 86 Shangold , Betty for Atty . David S. Slutsky 2-14- 86 
227-86 For Atty. Paul R. Sullivan , Diane Stockbridge 2-24- 86 
242-86 Sullivan, Atty . Paul Tree 3- 7-86 
274- 86 St. Patrick's Day parade, Blue Knights 3-16- 86 
275-86 Shaw, Arthur H&S 3-11-86 
289- 86 Schofield,Kelly 3- 22- 86 
290-86 Silva, Louis and Brenda Double occupancy 4 month old Kate and Erica 3- 23- 86 
291-86 Shaw ' s Ashland store opening 3-18- 86 
292-86 Sellstone, Paul for shaw ' s 3-18- 86 
293-86 Smith, James M. Chief Symbolic House decor 3- 23-86 
294- 86 St Patrick's Day Parade for Ireland's own Paul J. O'Connor 3- 16-86 
295-86 St Patrick's parade for George's Garage 3-16- 86( 296-86 St. Patrick ' s Day Parade , for Atty. John E. McCluskey 3-16-86 
334- 86 Sturtevent ' s pond Old Fashioned Angl ers 3-29-86 
335-86 Simmons, George drol~s keys into a drain at Dover street 3-30-86 
336- 86 Shaw ' s opening AP 3-18-86 
3-3-186 
3- 29- 86 
350-86 Sullivan Micheal April Fools Day Feature 
373-86 Sugarman & Sugarman airplane inspection at Plymouth airpt. 
415-86 Santoro, Al 4-11-86 
416-86 Sister Mary Ruth Re-elected 4- 20-86 
463-86 Sherman BEa ANd Wendy May 5-4- 86 
464-86 Shaws Employees in Walk-a-thon 4- 27-86 
465-86 Stevenson Charles 4- 20- 86 
466-86 Raymond Silva Housing Developement 4---86 
543-86 Sampson, George cobblestone driveway 5-12- 86 
544-86 School board award winners 5- 20- 86 
545-86 Smith family with gazebo 5-10-86 
546-86 Somerville Lumber for Condyne 5-10- 86 
547- 86 San Soucie,Michelle for Atty.Leonard A. Eskenas 5- 8- 86 
548- 86 San Soucie,Michelle" " additional photo 5- 8-86 
549- 86 Sokol,Marlene passport set 5-20-86 
550-86 SPACE boat launching at Pier 7 5-10-86 
595-86 Schlueter, John J. President, Knapp shoe Co., 5- 30-86 
640- 86 Smith, Gamet "Steel Tightrope " 6- 6- 86
641-86 Sheehan, Thomas Graduation fromU.S. Army Airborne 6-6- 86 
sssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
655- 86 Sims & Sims 1985 Ford Escort 6-10- 86 
656- 86 Sheehan, Thomas 6-5- 86 
( 657-86 Smith, Kevin " Weed Problem Gets Bigger" 6- 8- 86 
658- 86 Spinney, Clinton Abington Justice of the Peace " It Pays . . . .. . " 6- 9-86 
659-86 Sinmons, Edward "Help from the Sidelines" 6-9-86 
660- 86 Shaw Glass Co . for R.W. Holmes 6-10- 86 
685- 86 Smith, Sharon Tire Check l ooks over rows of 3 wheelers at Bettencourts 6-12- 86 
717-86 School uot for season, students at Whjitman school cross Ash St. 6- 20- 86 
718-86 Gl enn Sander picks weeds 6- 14- 86 
759-86 Cheryl Houghton injuries for Atty . Schwartz--------------,;-25-86 
760-86 Ruth Lemieux, injuries for Atty . Schwartz 6- 25-86 
770- 86 Golden and Silver jubilee for Sisters Bernadette and Budnavage 6- 21 - 86 
771-86 Earlene B. Simpson back injuries for atty . Paul R. Sullivan 6- 19-86 
772-86 Jane Sarson and family try out trapeze in back yard 6-21-86 
788- 86 Stewart, Dr. Goodwill retirement party 6- 20- 86 
789-86 Smith , Richard battery explosion 7-1-86 
828-86 Jean Schoepplein , demolition Derby at Brockton Fair 7- 3- 86 
829- 86 Michael Shane , proof sheet 7-3- 86 
840 - 86 Shawmut Firs t County West side branc h robbery scene 7- 14-86 
900- 86 Kim Seemore 7- 31- 86 
901- 86 For Atty . Paul R. Sullivan,1974 Ford Mustang 2 7- 25- 86 
961-86 Anthony Silva and friend ,meta l workers working on Condo bld . 8-14- 8( 
967- 86 Simonis, Nancy COpy 8- 19-8 
1017-86 Copy of accident for Atty. Paul R. Sullivan 8-28-86 
1018-86 Maria Sliazas with spider plants 8- 86 
1019-86 Jose Shaw, injuries for Atty. William Sims 8-27- 81 
1020-86 Roger Sherman and Mark Sherman paint house 8- 23- 81 
1021-86 Richard Sordillo, arm and elbow injuries for Atty. J. Russell Hodgdon 8-15- 81 
1022- 86 Sargent ' s Plaza for Gerald Kelleher 8-24-81 
1084-86 Suziedelis, Simas Copies 9-19- 8 
1085-86 Spadea, Elanor Backyard Conference 9-13- 8 
1086- 86 Sims & Sims for Michael l'lmla 9-11 - 8 
1104-86 Silva, Ricky Feeds Birds 9- 29- 8• 
1106- 86 Silva , Macy Grapevine Carport 9-24-8( 
1107-86 Scandia Kitchens 9-22-8( 
1108- 86 Sullivan,Atty. Paul pothol e in schoolyard 9- 24- 8( 
1109- 86 Spencer ,Lisa Dogbite injury 9-23- 8( 
1206-86 Sims & Sims, P.C. road marks 323 Temple St. Whitman 9-30-8( 
1207-86 Squirrels, preparation for the winter ahead in South Bridgewater 10-11-f 
1208-86 Spano , Pat put together decorations for Halloween 10- 11-f 
1215- 86 Schair, Burton Intersection of Lakeville Ave . 10-18-8 
1216- 86St.Jean injuries for Atty. Markella 10-9- 86 
1284-86 Sumner & Shcein Architects& Engineers, copies 10-19- 1 
1285-86 Stevens , Paul with Bo Derek at Wainwright 10-26-81 
1331- 86 St one Company Groundbreaking for Drum Hill Office Park Chelmsford 11-4-86 
1361- 86 Savage, Albert 11 8· 86 
1362- 86 St oughton Musical Society 11-7-:_8, 
·:'. 'SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
'{'., 
11-21-861385-86 Steinberg, Atty. and Mrs., copy of photo 
11-22-86( 1386-86 Santa at Westgate mall 
11-22-861387-86 Strobe testing with Chris D1Addario 
1388-86 Snow scenes 11-20-86 
1420-86 Silverman Jim For Mutron 11-25-86 
1456-86 Schneider, Robert L. Monomet Ave . , Manomet 12-3-86 
1457-86 Supreme Coffee and Donuts, Raynham for Bob Tighe Real Estate 11-19-86 
1458-86 Schwartz, Marvin passport photo 12-11-86 
1459-86 Schwartz, Mrs. Marvin passport photo 12-11-86 
1460-86 Sullivan, Paul R. Atty.Fall Scene at 165 Carl Ave., Karen Kelley 12-2-86 
1489-86 Schneider property Manomet 12-20-86 
1490-86 Schneider,Atty . Robert Manomet 12-19-86 
1501-86 Stone Company individuals (see proof sheet box) 12-17-86 
1502-86 Sugarman & Sugarman pl ane accident Fruitin vs Drygit (proof sheet box) 11-24-86 
( 
126- 86 Stonehill College Presentation to Miss. Smith 
127- 86 Stonehill College Alurrmi 
128- 86 Stonehill College Brian Amend 
121)'-86 Stonehill College Brockton Hospital Signing 
175- 86 Stonehill College Steven Donahue presentation 
226- 86 Career Night for Karen DiPasquale 
243- 86 Visit of Charles Haughey 
297-86 Linda Sullivan 
298- 86 William Barber, Stonehill for Karen DiPasquale 
299- 86 for Karen DiPasquale Charles Ratto 
300- 86 Stonehill college Seminar 
301- 86 Health Care Society, Stonehill check presentation and reception 
414- 86 Stonehill Alurrmi gathering at Fanueil Hall 
467- 86 Stonehill Maxxeotta Book 
468- 86 copies for Karen 
469- 86 Carraba Book cover 
470- 86 For Kar en 
551-86 new computer building 
552- 86 Baccalaureate liturgy 
553- 86 CO!llllencement exercises 
596- 86 Evening school students, for George Rodgers 
597- 86 College reunions 
598-86 copies for Karen DiPasquale 
638- 86 Mary Donna Swan , Alurrmi Affairs decorations for reunion 
639- 86 Copy of Photograph of Cardinal Sin 
654- 86 Presidents Dinner 
769- 86 Stonehill College Baccalaureate Mass 
823- 86 Edward Casieri vice- prwesident and treasurer 
824- 86 Rev. Wilfred Raymond asst. Dean and Dir. of r esidence life 
825- 86 Patricia Scott 
826- 86 Richard J . Grant , Asst. dean for academic services 
82 7-86 Corrmencement 
841 - 86 Mary Lou Jackson assistan t dean for ac ademic services 
899- 86 Karen DePasqual e 
958- 86 charles Ratto 
959- 86 Mary Jo Fabich asst. dir. for stufdent activities 
960- 86 Helen St ork with floral staircase 
1105-86Photo of painting 
1202- 86 Joe Martin Library with Prof. Kenneally for Karen DePasquale 
1203- 86 Seamus Mallon addresses Stonehill class 
1204- 86 Linda Dillon 
1205- 86 Linda A. Dillon New Associate Dean 
1286- 86 Prof. Gu Yijian 
1287- 86 Alurrmi Council, Pres . to Mr. Cl eary , pres . of new scholarship 
1288- 86 rev. Will iam Gartl and in Red Sox Uniform 
1289- 86 Marty McGovern with Prof , Gu 
1290- 86 Steven Boudreau and Scott Pari seau put tog. staging 
1291- 86 Richard Murray and Ken Percy, remove overgrowth 
1292- 86 Financial Pl anning Seminar 
1293- 86 computer officer s 
1294-85 T. V. program at Stonehi ll College 
trvV\ 
2- 2- 86 
2- 1- 86 
2---86 
1-30- 86 
2- 13- 86 
3- 4- 86 
3- 8- 86 
3-26- 86 
3- 25- 86 
3- 25-86 




4- 30- 86 
5- 6-86 
















7 -1 1 - 86 
7-86 
7- 29-86 






10- 2- 86 
10- 24-86 
10- 25-86 
10- 24- 86 






1298-86 Alpha Sigma Lambda I nductiuon 11-2- 86 
1330- 86 Honors Assembly , 11-05- 86 
1332- 86 Irish studies statuary for Marty McGovern 
1364- 86 Michael Desisto copy for Stonehill \\-:.11i~%6 
1461- 86 Mr. and Mrs . Charles Altieri presentation of scholarshi ps a t Stonehill 12-16- 86 
1495- 86 Copy photos for Karen 12- 29- 86 
T 
276- 86 Thibeault, Lucky & Mrs. with m,otorcycles 3-15-86 
277- 86 Tortora, Lisa H&S 3-12-86 
351- 86 turtle 4-2-86 
374- 86 Harold Taylor starts his garden 4-2- 86 
554-86 Triathalon bound 5-16- 86 
555- 86 Tarr children in appl e blossoms 5-16-86 
556- 86 Tarr, Amber and Jonathan with West Bridgewater blossoms 5-15-86 
557-86 Tuck,Christopher for Atty.Richard J. Lawton 5-7- 86 
558-86 Trower ,Dorothy Louise final tribute 5-13-86 
559- 86 Tuckahoe Turf farm West Bridgewater 5-12- 86 
560-86 Tirado,Ivonne for Atty. Markella 4-18-86 
584-86 Tulips 1986 
651-86 Tpnelli, Rosemary Lovell Umbrella of Plants 6-3-86 
719-86 Temple Israel, Confirmation Class 6-13-86 
720- 86 Holiday Inn for Bcb Tighe 6-14- 86 
721-86 James and Lillian Taylor with flower window box 6-14-86 
830- 86 Robert Turnbull puts hydrant-lamp in yard 7-4- 86 
831-86 Taymor Shoe Co.Belmont St. Int. shots for Allen Wolozin 7-8-86 
832- 86 Raymond Thompson Passport
842 - 86 Train service returns to the Cape ~:tf~86 
902- 86 Robert Trucchi, shoulder scar for Atty. Bernard Cohen 7-24-86 
962- 86 Christian Taconet, nose and facial injuries for Atty. Paul Sullivan 8-1 2- 86 
963-86 Shirley Travers with flowers around flagpole 8-10-86 
964-86 Joseph Travers with chipmunk sign 8-10- 86 
965-86 Edward Tufts, Cardinal Cushing Hospital 8-5- 86 
1023-86 Jesse Thomas and brother play on tire swings 8-23- 86 
1024-86 Ralph Tamaloniswith his impatiens plants 8-22-86 
1209-86 Tarr, Judi of West Bridgewater and Jonathan Tarr under apple tree 10-2-86 
1210-86 Train final run from Hyannis 10-12-86 
1295- 86 Therrian, Mike in 1937 Chevy Coupe 10-30-86 
1296-86 Thermador/Waste King ext. of bldg. and employee groups 10- 23- 86 
1297-86 Tighe, Carlton House 10-25-86 
1365-86 Thompson, Michelle family project 11-1-86 
1372-86 Tillgren Tree Service works on utility wires 11-18-86 
1402-86 Tighe Real Estate West Chestnut And Knapp Drive Building 11-27- 86 
1403-86 Titus, Keith injuries Atty. Grady 11-20-86 
1404-86Taunton High School Co-generation plant Dedicated 12-3-86 
1462-86 Tobey, Felicia, Pocasset for Atty . James R. McMahon, Wareham 12-2-86 
1463-86 Tilcon Mass Christmas Party 12-5-86 
.JL.. 47 
161-86 U.S . Mat & Rubber CO . 2- 6-86 
162- 86 U.S. Mat & Rubber CO . 2-4-86 
1025- 86 United Way loaned executives 8- 27- 86 
V 
84-86 VanDam 
228-86 Viera, Alfred 
278-86 Voelke, Robt. H&S 
417- 86 Vikings Motorcycle club- Set for a busy season 
418- 86 VFW Parkway 
561-86 VA Hospital flowering crab apple 
562- 86 Vietnam Vets cyclists on the move 
563-86 Veterans Administration Center Brockton lawn care 
675-86 Veiga, Albert class of 1936 
739 - 86 Valiquette,Paul with 48 lb . striped bass 
740 - 86 Van Riper,Brian for Atty . Mallen 
1211- 86 VA Medical Center Nurses walk in rain 
1212- 86 Voda, William copy of old- time photographs 
1333- 86 V .A. Hospital copy 
1334-86 Veteran's Services, New P.0 .W. flag for Richard Corey 








5- 3- 86 
t --2~~86 







26- 86 Wynn&Wynn for Atty .Lin A. Beck 15 Rut l and Square,Brockton 1- 10- 86 
61- 86 Winter Reprise Town River West Bridgewater 
2- 2-86 
193- 86 Wager, Judy dog Toby 2-20- 86
( 132-86 Wood-Hu Kitchens 
3- 5-86229-86 Christine E.Woods 
3-3- 86230- 86 conominium on West Center St. West Bridgewater 
231-86 Marilyn A. Beck,Wynn&Wynn pill container&pillsand desc . 2-25- 86 
3- 17-86 
337- 86 WestBridgewater neighborhood youngsters "Conference on Wheels" 3- 23- 86 
338-86 Wainwright, Atty. George L. presentation at Old County Cour t House 3-20- 86 
339- 86 Wainwright , George L. Presentation by Mass Bar Assoc . in Pl ymouth 3- 20- 86 
419- 86 Walsh Barn , Oak St , Har ry Mantalos 
279- 86 Wainwright, Atty . George driveway wall damage 
4- 21-86420-86 "" " " " " 
4- 18- 86421- 86Thomas Webber Brave Matador 
4-19- 86422-86 Wood , Derrick "Shpimates Get Ready" 
564- 86 Welch,Janine for Atty .Robert Kelley ~=H=~g 
565-86 Weber,Susan car of , for Atty. William H. Sims 5- 9- 86 
566-86 Wainwright ,Atty.Stephen R., Fr ances Kostant chest and arm injuries 5/86 
567- 86 Wisgirda, Joseph back from Moscow trip 5- 2- 86 
568-86 Wainwright , George 4- 30-86 
569- 86 Westfield Preschool Maypole 5-1-86 
652- 86 Wainwright famil y at former Ellis Brett school 5- 23- 86 
653- 86 Wolsonovich , William Skat eboard enthusiast and Enterprise carrier 6-1-86 
6 70-86 Word of God Church "Long Reach" 6-10- 86 
6 71-86 Wainwright Flower s 6-5-86 
722-86 William Walsch, Brockton Savings Bank 6-19- 86 
( 
723-86 Wigs by Paula EXTRA 6-?-86 
724- 86 Greg Wiley mows his lawn 6-14-86 
725- 86 Mark Woodman with automobile garden 6- 14- 86 
726- 86 Dougl as White wat ch Canadien geese fly by 6- 15- 86 
741 - 86 Wha l en,S u e with fr i end Patty Garvin ivy covered wa ll s 6 - 11 - 86 
773- 86 Nancy Wolozin visa pix . 6- 23-86 
857 - 86 Wainwright , Atty . Geo r ge L . Presenta ti on a t Li l' Red Schoolhouse 
7 - 16 - 86 
903- 86 copy for George Wainwright 7-30-86 
904-86 Teresa Warhallforehead injuries for Atty . Chas . Murray, Wynn & Wynn 7-23-86 
910- 86 Charles E. White , arm injuries for Atty. Paul R. Sullivan 7-30- 86 
911- 86 Group at little Red Schoolhouse for Atty. George L. Wainwright 7- 17- 86 
1026- 86 Joanne Wellingtonwith her little church garden 9- 1- 86 
1027-86 Atty. Wainwright and Marvin Hagler 8- 25- 86 
1028-86 Atty. and Mrs . Wainwri ght 8- 26- 86 
1029- 86 Sneakers hanging on wires on Wal do street 8- 23- 86 
1030-86 WBET Towers to be r i - ped down 8-25-86 
1034- 86 Wainwright , George 85th Birthday 8-12- 86 
1035- 86 Walsh NEW DISCOVERY 9- 7- 86 
~ 
~ 
1068-86 Wynn & Wynn C of C Reception 
1069- 86 Wagner, Judge August:IIS 
1070- 69 Wigs by Paula New Building 
1071- 86 Wynn & Wynn Building 
1172-86 Whitman High Class of 36 ' 
1173- 86 Wai tt, William UlG JAM 
1174-86 Wainwright, George Morraine and Belmont streets 
1175- 86 Werb, David Temple Beth Elnunah 
1176-86 White, Amanda Looking to the Future 
1213-86 Woodlock, Bernice Double Guard 
1214-86 Wrentham Company Star Printing 
1303-86 White Hit By Car Accident Scene 
1304-86 Wainwright ,Atty. entertains Bo Derek 
1305- 86 Wynn & Winn United Fund Contribution 
1306-86 WeisnerJoann Disappearing Mailbox 
1389-86 Wilson, Mary Face and eye inj . for Atty. Ernest L. Goff 
1390- 86 Westgate Mall , sea of cars 
1421-86 Witt, Carol Atty . 
1464- 86 Warenmaa, Sarah passport set 
1465- 86 Whiffen, Paul Jr . , for Atty. Ernest L. Goff 
1466- 86 Wilton, Ashley Marie 
1491 - 86 Wynn & Wy nn copy of MBTA Harvard station for 




















12- 7- 86 
Atty.Karsner 1 2- 18 - 86 
12 - 24 - 86 
51 
1- 7- 86 
570-86 Zwicker,Walter and Evette twenty e i ght years of marriage 5/86 
585-86 Yohai Fanny 5- 20- 86( 843 - 86 Yardley,Mrs. S ton ehill Col lege switchboard ope.ator 7 -1 0 - 86 
844 - 86 Zahn Dent a l Co ., groundbreaking 6 - 26 - 86 
27- 86 Xavier Associates 
966- 86 Robert E. Young, dogbite for At t y . Luke Sweeney 
1422- 86 Wigs Paula Yopung 11-27- 86 
1467-86 Yannone, Hot e l Bryant Christmas display 12- 7-86 
1468- 86 Zarrella, Anthony copy 12- 7- 86 
1496-86 Yannone, J ohn passport set 12- 29-86 
( 
